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JOSLYN HALL
FIE UNIVERSITY OF OMAHA is an outcome of the modern educa-
tional trend in the direction of establishing institutions of higher
liberal, technical and professional training in the great centers of
population.
Once the opinion prevailed that a university is an institution for the culti-
vation merely of speculative, theoretical and aesthetic tastes, a so-called "re-
public of learning," or agency for engendering an intellectual aristocracy,
and that it should be properly located "under classic shades" and in romantic
surroundings remote from the work-a-day world. But our modern world with
its spirit of mastery, its highly organized industry, its political and social purpo-
siveness, its demand for scientific specialism, technical skill, and trained ef-
ficiency, will no longer brook such a divorce of higher education from practical
affairs. The times demand that educational ideals and aims be democratic,
humanitarian and practical. More than ever Wisdom, like the tabernacle of
old, must take up its abode in the midst of the people. All the advantages of
ammmmMMMEmMmmmmMm- 1 9 2
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higher liberal, technical and professional education must be made accessible to
the masses of young humanity and, indeed, to all educable persons of whatever
age, who live within our throbbing centers of population. They must be
brought within at least a street car fare of every person craving and ready to
use these advantages.
Actuated by such considerations as the foregoing and by a sincere civic
pride and devotion, a group of representative citizens organized themselves, in
the early summer of 1908, into a Board of Trustees and began the active pro-
motion of the movement for the founding of a non-sectarian, co-educational
institution of higher liberal, professional and technical learning under such
auspices as would conduce to the highest type of intelligent and efficient citizen-
ship. This Board incorporated as the University of Omaha on October 8, 1908,
and inaugurated its educational work on September 14, 1909, with an enroll-
ment of 26 students.
The success of the enterprise has abundantly vindicated the hopes and
aims of its promotors, as the following statistics concerning attendance prove:
JACOB'S HALL
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LABORATORY OF CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT
The University, at the outstart, acquired the tract known as the Redick
Reserve, on which stood the old Redick mansion, and has erected on this site
two commodious well-appointed buildings, the John Jacobs Memorial Gym-
nasium and Joslyn Hall. It has also steadily, year by year, extended the range
of its educational work and is now conducting courses in the following De-
partments :
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Teacher's Training School.
Department of Fine Arts.
Preparatory Department.
School of Law.
Pre-Medical Department.
Home Economics Department.
Extension Department.
Night School. School of Oratory.
It has provided the advantages of higher liberal and practical education for
hundreds of ambitious, intelligent, and worthy young Omaha people who other-
wise would have been compelled to go from home to secure these advantages.
The central unit in any well conceived university scheme of education is a
Collegiate Department with its broad fundamental training in Sciences, Mathe-
matics, Literature, History, Economics, Civics, Philosophy, as well as Applied
and Fine Arts. Accordingly, the promotors of the University of Omaha have
devoted their efforts, in the first place, to the establishment of a general col-
j
ONE OP THE LECTURE ROOMS
legiate course. In this effort they have been signally successful. A well-
rounded curriculum of standard college courses has been evolved and is being
operated by highly capable teachers who hold graduate and post-graduate de-
grees from the leading universities of the country. Credits earned in this de-
partment are fully honored and accepted at par by all the standard univer-
sities and colleges, east and west.
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Each year the University is turning over to the Medical Schools a group
of students who have taken, in addition to their High School education, two
years of special college work preparatory to entrance upon medical studies as
required by the standard schools of Medicine. Most of these Pre-Medics enter
the University of Nebraska College of Medicine, located in Omaha. Some of
them enter Creighton Medical School and others go elsewhere. Not a few
have received their M. D. degree and are practicing their profession with ability
and success. Thus the University is doing its share towards making Omaha a
recognized center of medical learning and skill.
Training in Home Economics has come to occupy a large place in the
modern education of women ; and rightly so. Upon women devolves a special
responsibility for the making of successful and happy homes. While very many
college courses may be pursued with equal success and benefit by both sexes,
nevertheless, the education of the sexes should be differentiated in certain re-
spects on the ground of their respective responsibilities to each other, to the
home, and to society. Accordingly, each college woman should take some
prescribed minimum of work in Domestic Science and Art.
MAIN ENTRANCE
i
i
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Starting with twenty-six students eleven years ago, the University of
Omaha, under the careful guidance of Dr. D. E. Jenkins, President, has grown
and prospered. The "winds of freedom" have always blown o'er her campus,
and for a dozen years she has continued to progress in a forward direction
—
that of liberty of study and of life and of freedom of thought. On that plat-
form of individuality and freedom the University has grown to be what it is
today.
Already a first-class modern college, though yet comparatively small, the
University shows promise of developing and growing into one of the best edu-
cational institutions of the middle west, a credit and boost for Omaha. Her
plan and main purpose has always been to prepare men and women for an ac-
tive part in the development of our great democracy, to turn out trained indi-
viduals with serviceable brains and bodies ; and no effort has ever been spared
to accomplish this end.
Looking into the future, say a dozen years ahead, we see an enlarged Uni-
versity with a highly trained faculty and student body, an institution turning
out men and women who are successful in their various pursuits of life. We
see a University which is a credit not only to Omaha, but to Nebraska and the
United States as well, an institution which attracts students from all parts of
the globe. Just as truly as we now see Omaha, ' ' The Gate City of the West.' ' do
we see the University of Omaha as a true "Gateway to Knowledge" in the
future.
A MODEL CAMPUS SCENE
1
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By Dr. D. E. Jenkins, President
The year just closing has been a truly notable one in the history of the
University. It became evident on the opening day that the ebb in the tide of
student attendance caused by the war had ceased and that, as had always been
the case from the founding of the University until the war, we opened with a
considerable increase of regular college students. It was a most excellent
group of young men and women that enrolled and identified itself with the
scholastic, social and athletic life of the institution. The young ladies will per-
fectly understand and concur when we say that it was especially gratifying to
find that the per cent of young men among the newly registered students was
much larger than for several preceding years.
A very few days revealed the fact that there were splendid athletic po-
tentialities in the new student body. It included some athletes who had figured
in high school and college football and basketball elsewhere. Spontaneously
there arose a demand for the resuscitation of college sports which had been
almos't entirely suspended during the preceding year, owing to the enlistment of
college men in war service. Football enthusiasm soon broke loose and drew
everything along in its wake. It was late in the season to begin organizing
and developing a team with any expectation of playing winning football. But
difficult as the task seemed, it was undertaken with determination and con-
fidence. The venture seetned fully worth while to the lovers of football. True
sportsmen lightly esteem obstacles and handicaps ; and the bare possibility of
developing an ultimately winning team in the course of the season was a suf-
ficient challenge to stir the hopes of our stalwart men. The outcome fully jus-
tified the ambition and confidence of the team.
The season's success in football put the champions of basketball on their
mettle. An even better record must be made, and it was made. Beside proving
themselves victorious in the State College Association, our players established
their superiority over old experienced teams in other states. Heartiest con-
gratulations to our undefeated team ! It has established a precedent for future
teams to emulate with utmost zeal and pride ; and it has demonstrated the
wholesome influence of athletics in the way of intensifying college spirit
throughout the student body.
It is worth while here to pay our respects to the students who, without ex-
pectation of securing a place on either team attended practice and did their
best in bucking the line and in enabling the teams to know and strengthen their
weak places. It requires the "simon pure" brand of loyalty to the school to
make any student willing to simply be used as a foil for developing the wits
and the agility of the men who are to enjoy the distinction of being on the
teams. The greatest credit is due to the men who exhibited this sort of
sportsmanship.
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Another notable achievement of the year was the rehabilitation of the prin-
ciple of student co-operation in the government of the school. With some modi-
cations of its former structure, the Student Council was re-organized. Some
valuable precedents have been set and the way has been opened for a progres-
sive actualization of self-government in accordance with those principles of
social control that ought to prevail in a group of young men and women who
are looking forward to the responsibilities of citizenship in a democracy. A
stable and effective form of self-government is not the product of a year. It
is an evolution. And as the experience of other institutions makes plain, it
is brought into being along conservative lines of experimentation and as the
result of patient study of the particular problems presented in each particular
situation in which it happens to be undertaken. The frequent collapse of
schemes of self-government in colleges is no proof of the impracticability of the
idea of self-government, but rather an indication of the necessity of great wis-
dom and patience in exploiting the idea. And great appreciation is due those
students who, by the choice of their colleagues, have, during the year, under-
taken the perplexing and often vexatious tasks devolving upon the Student
Council. Certain it is that the morale of the school has been benefited ma-
terially
;
for there have been, during the year, fewer offences against good order
and the requirements of self respect ; and those which have occurred have been,
generally speaking, not very grievous.
All in all, the year has been one not only of considerable recovery from the
academic disabilities caused by the war but also of progress along definite lines
toward the GREATER UNIVERSITY of our hopes and dreams. The securing
of an ENDOWMENT FUND of approximately $200,000.00 has done much in
placing the institution on a firm financial basis and in imparting a tone of
optimism to all our efforts. Nothing, however, imparts more of promise for
the future or more pleasant memories of the past, than the splendid initiative
and enthusiasm which has permeated the student body and found expression
in many forms of wholesome enterprise.
DR. D. E. JENKINS, President
loaro of Qm&tna
A. J. Eggers
C. S. Hayward
Paul W. Kuhns
George Rasmussen
Dr. J. H. Vance
Dr. W. P. Wherry
1920
E. S. Jewell
Arthur Thomsen
W. E. Foshier
Dr. W. S. Callfas
David Cole
Robert A: McEachron
Dr. W. S. Gibbs C. W. Black
Dr. A. P. Jonas D. W. Merrow
Dr. D. E. Jenkins
John Bekins W. T. Graham
M. B. Copeland Maynard Cole
Mrs. M. O. Maul
1921
J. L. McCag-ue
George Payne
Albert E. Eaton
l!ta^
Dr. J. P. Lord
Hugh Meyers
W. G. Ure
C. Vincent
A. A.
Robert McClelland
W. A. Gordon
Lamoreaux
P. D. Wead
Robert Cowell
Howard Kennedy
Mrs. Geo. Joslyn
Mrs. E. Vincent
Henry Kieser
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W. GILBERT JAMES, Dean
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DANIEL, E. JENKINS, M.A., Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Logic and Philosophy
GILBERT JAMES, M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Oratory and Dramatics
GLEN REEVES, B.S.
Professor of Physics and Mathematics
IVER N. MADSEN, M.A.,
Professor of Psychology and Pedagogy
NELL WARD, M.A.,
Professor of Chemistry
FLORA BUCK, M.A.
Professor of History.
KATE McHUGH, M.A.
Professor of English Literature
MRS. HAROLD D. .TOLLEY, B.A.
Professor of Journalism
T. H. RIDGLEY, Ph.D.
Professor of Biblical Literature
AUGUSTA KNIGHT, B.A.
Professor of Pine Arts
WALTER H. JUDD, B.S.
Instructor in Biology
MARY B. POX, B.P.D.
Instructor in Kindergarten and
Primary Methods
ELLA THORNGATE
Instructor in Americanization Problems
M. ETHEL OLLIS
Instructor in Home Economics
MARGUERITE MACARTNEY
Instructor in French and Spanish
JOHANNA ANDERSON
Instructor in Vocal Music and
Methods in Teaching Music
BLANCHE E. EVANS
Instrucftor in Shorthand and Typewriting
EARNEST A. ADAMS, Coach
Director of Men's Athletics
ROBERTA COULTER
Director of Girls' Athletics
ARTHUR C. THOMSEN
Secretary of the Law School
JUDGE ALEXANDER C. TROUP
Dean of the Law School
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JERALD J. BRUCE
Class President 2.
Basketball 1, 2.
Football 1, 2.
Captain 2.
Dramatics 1.
Nebraska Medic School 3. 4.
Phi Sigma Phi.
MARIE ELIZABETH CEJNAR
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 4.
Cabinet 1, 2.
Gateway Club 1, 2 4.
Dramatic Club 1, 2, 4.
Psychology Assistant 2, 4.
Student Council President 4.
Kappa Psi Delta.
JOHN ASHLEY DILL
Law School of the University
1, 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
Honor Student of Law Stu-
dents, and of the Senior
Laws.
JONATHAN ANDROS FRYE
Law School of the Univer-
sity 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
Twenty
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CARL L. JAMES
Law School of the University
1, 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating- Club 4.
JOHN LAURIE JENKINS
Pre-Medic Club President 1,
Tennis Club 1.
Gateway 1.
Football 1, 2.
Nebraska Medic School 3,
Phi Sigma Phi.
LUCILLE PRANCES
KENDALL
Dramatic Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Utopian Club 1, 2, 3.
Gateway Club 1, 2 3, 4.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Girls' Basketball Team 1.
Class Secretary 4.
Secretary to President 4.
Student Council 3.
Gateway Class Editor 4.
May Queen 4.
MARY E. KILLIAN
Class Secretary 3.
President 4.
Utopian 1, 2, 3.
Gateway Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Dramatic Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Gateway Squibs Editor 3, 4.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Secretary-Treasurer 4
Yellow Sheet Editor 4
Central Committee Gala Day 4.
Kappa Psi Delta.
iWALTER C. LINDELL
Law School of the University
1, 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
HUGO JOHN LUTZ
Law School of the University
1. 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
MABLE KATHERINENORMS
Utopian 1, 2, 3.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Vice-President 3.
Cabinet 4.
Girls' Volley Ball Team 1.
Basketball Captain 1.
Gateway Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Class President 3
Central Committee Gala Day
2, 4.
Dramatics 2, 4.
Student Council 3.
Gateway Staff 3, 4.
Kappa Psi Delta.
MARGARET POWELL
Twenty-two
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Utopian Club 1, 2, 3.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Treasurer 3.
Girls' Basketball Team 1.
Dramatics 2, 4.
Vice-President 2.
Gateway Club 1,
Vice-President 3.
Gateway Staff 2,
Yellow Sheet Editor 3.
Maid of Honor 3.
Royal Herald 4.
Kappa Psi Delta.
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MABEL, L. RASMUSSEN
Girls' Volley Ball Team 1.
Dramatics 2, 3.
Utopian 1, 2, 3.
Gateway Club 1, 2, 3 4.
Cabinet 2, 3, 4.
Delegate to Cleveland 4.
Gateway Class Editor 3.
Dramatics 4.
Class Vice-President 4.
RODERICK G. ROBERTS
Law School of the University
1, 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
ABRAHAM C. SMEAD
Law School of the University
1, 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
JESSIE MAY TENNANT
Gateway Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Dramatic Club 2, 3 4.
Utopian 1, 2, 3.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Girls' Volley Ball Team 1.
Basketball Team 1
Class Sergeant-at-Arms 2,
Treasurer 4.
Yellow Sheet Editor 3, 4.
Solo Dancer to Queen 1.
Special Maid to Queen 2.
Gateway Staff—Exchange 2
Assistant Editor 3.
Editor-in-Chief 4.
Kappa Psi Delta.
Twenty-three
GATEWAY
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GRACE THOMPSON
Gateway Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Dramatic Club 2.
Utopian 1, 2 3.
Y. W. C. A. 3, 4.
President 3
Class Vice-President 1
Secretary 2.
Student Council 1, 2.
LOLA VINCENT
Law School of the University
1, 2 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
HARRY W. WENBERG
Law School of the University
1, 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
RALPH DAY ZIMMERMAN
Law School o fthe University
1, 2, 3, 4.
Law Student's Political De-
bating Club 4.
HENRY W. BERRY
Law School of the Univer-
sity 4.
Law Students' Political De-
bating Club 4.
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The copper colored sun dropped as if by magic as the huge steamship,
Redick Hall, lifted anchor and lurched forward into the troubled waters. Great
confusion issued among the passengers until the commander of the ship divided
them into classes. One class he called Seniors and they were the ruling class,
wise and mighty. Next came the Juniors and then the Sophomores. Last, but
greatest in number, came the Freshmen, for there were over forty of them.
But the Class called Freshmen brought with them queer ways, which were not
accepted by the other classes, especially the Seniors, and they kept away from
them, calling them "Greenies." And the newcomers gathered together and
chose from their number a leader by the name of Reed Zimmerman, who ad-
dressed them, saying: "Let us make friends with the other classes by giving
them a party after the fashion of their own hearts." The largest hall was found,
and in the Gymnasium the party was given, and one hundred and twenty-five
guests were present. The royal colors of purple and white floated from the
walls, and the Freshmen were pleased, for had they not then held, through a
heated contest with the upper classmen, their High School colors under which
they had served four perilous years.
The waves dashed against the hull as the ship drew near the shore and all
the passengers disembarked. The spirit of Spring was in the air and the
people decided to crown the Queen of the May, as was their custom. And lo
!
for the first time the class called Freshmen were given a Maid to the Queen,
and they chose from among their number a fair maiden by the name of Louise
Brown.
Many days elapsed. The old ship was destroyed and in its place stood
forth a large and stately construction called Joslyn Hall, but the people could
not find the cozy fireplace nor the long study table over and about which they
were wont to congregate to solve the mysteries of Algebra or Livy.
After the custom of the school, the Sophomores, as those peoples were
called who had arrived home safely from Greenland, gave a never-to-be-forgot-
ten Hollowe'en party. Everyone was masked, fortunes were told, ballet dances
were given, and Ringling Brothers could not compete with some of the more
radical stunts later in the evening. Shortly after the party came the hike
chaperoned by Professor Lewis, who, much to his surprise and humiliation, ar-
rived home, escorting a pair of ladies' kid gloves and a powder puff. Now the
time was drawing nigh when they must disband, so, after their custom, they did
come together to choose a maid to do honor to the Queen of the May, and it
came to pass that frolicksome Jessie Tennant was the chosen one.
Again the busy students went forth into the hills and valleys where they
might be inspired, and fit themselves for the great work of the year to follow.
Great was the leadership they displayed. All Avho attended the hare and hound
chase learned rapidly about the intricacies of the beautiful hilly woodlands,
where the autumn leaves fluttered from the trees as butterflies went overhead.
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Then came the Junior Hop, and great was the fun thereof. This was followed
by the Junior party, which, as usual, was very individualistic. When the far-
stretching fields of daffodils were rhythmically tossing their heads in the
whispering breeze, we chose Peg Powell from our little band to pay homage to
our Queen.
The path seemed to be growing much narrower and duties were far more
numerous ; but as we took this last great step into the Senior class, we saw
the clouds rolling by, and, there in the glorious sunshine, towered that ever-
longed-for mountain top.
A new year came. Although many things had changed, and we were, at
last, dignified Seniors, still our roving natures clung to us. Again, Indian-like,
we blazed a trail through those peaceful, echoing woods. Somehow we were
divided; and, "A house divided against itself cannot stand." The account of
those on the outskirts will be given elsewhere. Those who kept in touch with
the rations, stood by the blazing, crackling fire in the crisp autumn air, and
their happy faces beamed with the radiant glow of the fire. How delicious
were those bursting weinies, and fluffy marshmallows, which made necessary
the gasoline finger bowl. Nevertheless, we still loved one another for we later
were reunited around a beautiful table, where we read a peculiar menu, ordered
strange things, and, sad to say, acted eventually a little oriental. Again, when
apple bows hung white above and the silvery moon winked a shy old eye, we
made haste to the dwelling place of elves and fairies. After feasting on food as
sweet as nectar, we sang to the harps of the fairies. When we came back to
this world the faculty gave us a most delightful reception. Last, but not least,
I must remind you of the time the fairies helped us make such beautiful dainty
dresses for the girls of the school. Then in each little slipper the fairies placed
some wings, so that the girls could dance when all was in readiness. On a snow-
white pole they tacked ribbons colored by the rainbow, and in the little baskets
from fairyland they placed sweet flowers kissed by the dew. Then they helped
us choose a beautiful Queen, Lucille Kendall, and made for her a lovely crown.
However, the fairies slipped away before we crowned her Queen of the May,
and, alas, it grew dark and gloomy. The thunder roared and the lightning
flashed. We made haste to call back the little fairyland folk, and they hid in
the pretty baskets, to help us bring sunshine into the hearts of others and to
forget the storm without. We feared this would be our last time to dance in
fairyland, but we are now confident that they will go out into the world with
us and help us bring joy and happiness everywhere, so all the world will be
brighter and sunnier where we are.
19 2 0
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MARGUERITE CARNAL,
Vice-President
MILDRED BUZZA
Treasurer
HENRY EDSTROM
President
1ZMA TUCKER
Secretary
JAMES WALLS
Sergeant-at-Arms
The Junior Class, though small, has kept up with the other classes of the
University in action and spirit. The first year deprived the class of some of
its best members through military conditions, but this only served as an in-
centive to the rest of the class.
When the class took upon itself the high and mighty honor of Sophomores,
the other classes had to acknowledge the greatness of the class of '21. To
start the social life of the year, the class carried out the old custom of
Sophomores, by giving the annual Hallowe 'en party. The telegrams from noted
people made this party one long remembered. The second year was one not
easily forgotten.
This year the class has acquired more dignity, perhaps because of the
knowledge accumulated in the three years of University life, or possibly because
of the more serious future seen just ahead—the height of University life—that
of being Seniors. However, good times had their place. The class gave several
parties. A deed, long to be remembered, was the presentation of the new drop
curtain for the stage. As the class finishes its Junior year, many glances are
cast backward at the good times of the three years of University life, but even
more are sent forward toward the coming year, when this class will do its best
to uphold the best traditions of Seniors in the University.
Twenty-eight

EARLE PULTE DOROTHY EDWARDS HTDBERT PETERSON
President Vice-President Secretary-Treasurer
Although fewer in number, the Sophomore class has continued to uphold
the high standard which it established during the Freshman year. An enviable
record was made in all branches of school activities. The members of the class
are all modest in nature, but nevertheless they consider their class as the
leading one in University life.
The class was represented this year in all branches of athletics and school
activities. It held a monopoly on the captaincies of athletic teams. Sophomores
were captains of the football, the basketball, the track and the tennis teams.
There were three Sophomores in the annual play, one of whom held the feminine
lead. On Gala Day, the Sophomores gave a sketch called "A Modern Version of
a Day on the Nile. " This number was one of the hits of the program. Mem-
bers of the class held important positions on the Gateway Staff, those of busi-
ness manager, assistant business manager and assistant editor. The majority of
the class also kept a high standing in scholastic honors.
On the evening of February, the thirteenth, the class entertained the entire
school at a party in Joslyn Hall. Some of the superstitious ones of the class
protested against holding a party on the thirteenth. In spite of the opposition,
the party was held, proving a great success. Honor guests were members of
the Trinity basketball team, whom our boys had defeated earlier in the evening.
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LORIN THOMPSON
President
ALTA DAVIS HELEN McDONALD
Vice-President Treasurer
ELTON HENSMAN
Secretary
HAROLD BLOUGH
Sergeant-at Arms
It was with some bewilderment that this illustrious class came into the
University early last fall. After the first week, however, we learned where
the cloak room, etc., was situated, and no longer hunted for the art room in
the basement. Early in the year the Sophomores called a class meeting of all
the Freshmen, where Freshman officers were elected as follows : Lorin Thomp-
son, president; Alta Davis, vice-president; Elton Hensman, secretary; Helen
McDonald, treasurer ; Harold Blough and Elizabeth Taylor, sergeants-at-arms.
The Freshman class has shown as much or more school spirit, enthusiasm
and pep than any other class in the school, at least it thinks so. Contrary to all
preceding customs, the class of '23 gave the first class party, the success of
which was phenomenal. The '
' Uni quartet ' ' will not easily be forgotten ; the
other parts of the program, especially the refreshments, were equally pleasing.
There were several outdoor picnics and parties given during the year by the
Freshmen.
Athletics this year have been supported very substantially by the Fresh-
men. The football team had several Freshmen playing in important positions,
while the four of the seven first string basketball men were Freshmen. It is the
old "fight" in these noble veterans of our class that helps to "put things over"
for the U. of 0.
The class was well represented in the dramatic work also.
A word of apology would perhaps be appropriate here, inasmuch as the
record of our achievement may sound boastful. "Let's go, for the U. of 0."
19 2 Q ^ilM\M\
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Activities of the Year 1920
The school year 1919-20 opened with an enrollment of forty-seven in all
classes, many of the former students who had been in the army during the war
returning. The year ended with an enrollment of thirty-four.
The instructors during the year were Judge Alexander C. Troup, Municipal
Corporations ; Mr. Charles W. Haller, Agency, Bailments and Carries, Persons
and Domestic Relations; Mr. Thomas B. Dysart, Corporations; Mr. Robert
Strehlow, Partnership; Mr. Ralph Van Orsdel, Argumentation and Public
Speaking; Mr. Robert Neely, Torts and Damages; Judge James J. Fitzgerald,
Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure ; Mr. C. C. Sheppard, Sales ; Mr. Ken-
neth Finlayson in charge of Moot Court, and Mr. Arthur C. Thomsen, Con-
tracts and Quasi-contracts.
Especially interesting work was done by Mr. Ralph Van Orsdel and Mr.
Kenneth Finlayson in the classes of Argumentation and Public Speaking and
the Moot Court. The case of State of Nebraska vs. Charles J. Imboden, tried
in Moot Court, attracted considerable newspaper comment. John A. Dill repre-
sented the State as prosecuting attorney ; B. C. Findley, the defendant ; George
Evans acted as Judge. William P. Hampton, as complaining witness, displayed
much ingenuity in fabricating evidence. Mr. P. C. Rasmussen, as Larry Flynn,
the arresting officer, lost his knowledge of law, but acted the part well. The
jury, composed of students, listened attentively for more than an hour to the
arguments of counsel, then retired, ignoring, as true jurymen, the instructions
of both the Judge and the lawyers, and returned a verdict of acquital. "High-
jacking" a quart of "Sunny Brook" was the charge. The jury were of one
mind—that the physical evidence should have been submitted to them.
The school acquired valuable gifts of law books from Mr. Charles W. Hal-
ler, Mr. H. A. Whipple, Mr. Charles Fritscher, Mr. Isadore Ziegler and
Mrs.
M. A. Nagl.
A class of eleven, including one woman, was represented in the graduating
exercises June 3rd, 1920, at which time the degrees of L.L.B. were conferred.
This was the largest group of graduates in the law school at any time here-
tofore.
Two banquets were held during the last semester, and an opportunity given
to the students to demonstrate their ability as public speakers. The one
ban-
quet, given at the University Club to the argumentation class, by Mr.
Van
Orsdel, led to the formation of a speaking club, for the purpose of stimulating
interest in extemporaneous speaking, and brought forth fruit in some excellent
impromptu speeches at the latter banquet tendered by the students on behalf
of the outgoing class.
Plans are under way so that the library, now consisting of about three
thousand volumes, may be so added to that assistance from the Douglas County
Bar Association library may be unnecessary.
Thirt.v-two
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RUTH WATERMAN MARGARET DOW MARGUERITE KENNER GERALD EDWARDS
Senior Prep. Senior Prep. Senior Prep. Senior Prep.
ESTELLE CULLEN
Vice-President
RUTH WATERMAN
Ruth believes in being seen and not heard,
She's also fond of studying "Everyman."
BASIL BINNS
Basil is going through school.
We hope a little school is going through
Basil.
CHARLES SHRAMEK
A quiet, steady-going fellow,
Until you know him.
MARGUERITE KENNER
Marguerite says she has no fear
That life will ever Pa(u)ll on her.
GERALD EDWARDS
Gerald likes the day much
Better than he does the 'Knight."
MARGARET DOW
Maggie's idea of school is
A little work, but a lot of play.
In September, seven students enrolled in the University as Senior Preps.
Although they were few in number, they were there with plenty of pep. At all
the football and basketball games you were sure to see the faces of nearly all
of them.
Charles Shramek represented the preps in the Student Council. Mar-
guerite Kenner and Margaret Dow were two of the prep officers. Marguerite
Lobeck was cheer leader for the football games. Ruth Waterman was not with
us much the first semester because of illness, but was prominent among us the
second half. Gerald Edwards has been one of our faithful students. In Febru-
ary, Marguerite Lobeck left, but Basil Binns stepped into take her place.
These are the graduating preps. The rest of the class has shown the same
good spirit of loyalty to the University. Although this is the last year for
some of the preps here, our interest, as a whole, in the welfare of the University
will never be lessened, and we will always be ready to boost for the school
where we spent some of the most enjoyable years of our life—as "preps."
Thirty-four
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JULIUS BROWN
Pre-Medic 1, 2.
Dramatics 1.
Chemistry Assistant 2.
Gateway Staff, Y. M. Editor 1.
Class Editor 2.
Yellow Sheet Editor 2.
Y. M. C. A. President 1.
Class Secretary 1.
Basketball 1.
Phi Sigma Phi
MILDRED BUZZA
Pre-Medic 1, 2.
Utopian Club 1, 2.
Vice-President 2.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3.
Secretary 2.
Cabinet 3.
Class Secretary 2.
Treasurer 3.
Dramatics 2.
Gala Day Central Committee 3.
Zoology Assistant 3.
JAMES B. DUGHER
Creighton 1.
Pre-Medic 1, 2.
Theta Phi Delta.
ALBERT C. EDWARDS
Pre-Medic 1, 2.
Gateway Club 1, 2.
Physics Assistant 2.
Student Council 2.
Alpha Sigma Lambda.
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MAX FLEISHMAN
Pre-Medic 1, 2.
Gateway Club 1, 2.
Dramatics 2.
Utopian Club 1.
EUGENE C. GRAU
Pre-Medic 1, 2.
Basketball 1, 2.
Class President 1.
Gateway Class Editor I.
Exchange 2.
Captain Tennis Team 2.
Utopian Club 1.
Gateway Club 1, 2.
Y. M. C. A. 1, 2.
Dramatics 1.
Yellow Sheet Editor 2.
Gala Day Central Committee 2.
Theta Phi Delta.
EARLE A. PULTE.
Pre-medic 1, 2.
Basketball 1.
Class President 2.
Orchestra 1, 2.
Theta Phi Delta.
GEORGE EYCHANER
Pre-Medic 1, 2.
Y. M. C. A. Secretary-Treas. 1.
Gateway Club 1.
Student Council 1.
Alpha Sigma Lambda.
MAX WONDERS
Pre-Medic 3.
Penn. State 1, 2.
Wisconsin 3.
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"Having diagnosed your case, prescribed for you and rendered you ex-
pert medical advice, I must say—er—ten dollars please ! Ah ! I thank you
Call again. You are always welcome. Good day, sir!"
In the month of June of this year ten students of this University will leave
the institution for the purpose of entering medical school. Will they turn out
to be quacks, or real doctors ? There is surely no doubt as to their becoming
the "real stuff." They have shown their ability at the University of Omaha
;
they should succeed at medical school.
Some of our pre-medics have, indeed, made enviable records during their
short stay at the University. Three of this year 's school assistants were chosen
from the ranks of the pre-medics. Mildred Buzza, the lone feminine pre-
medic, was assistant in Zoology and Vertebrate Anatomy. Few girls advance
very far into medical work without discouragement, but we feel certain that
Mildred will be there at the finish with the rest of us. Julius Brown was
assistant in Chemistry. If you will take the girls' word for it, a better assistant
could not be found. Albert Edwards was the assistant in Physics. Al not only
assists, but also acts as a private tutor. Then there is George Eychaner
(around school just plain "Ike")
; when he starts to blow on his saxaphone
—
Oh
!
Boy !—well, you just can 't keep your feet still. Earl Pulte is another of
our musicians. He certainly is "right there" on the violin. Earl has quite a
temptation toward joining the police force. He sure has some billy (Billie) !
Hasn't he boys? If dramatics count in influencing patrons, we feel sure that
Henry Edstrom's office will always be crowded, especially with the fair sex.
Then there is Max Fleishman. When it comes to being a good-natured, sen-
sible fellow, Max "takes the cake," this is all there is to it. We have two
newcomers in our midst this year : Max Wonders and Jimmy Dugher. As to
Max, well, he is truly a wonder. He certainly lives up to his name, we must
say. It matters little where you put Jimmy, he is a good jolly fellow at all
times and in all places. Now, far be it from the writer to mention himself,
but then he does wish to say that he is with the pre-medics heart and soul.
(Note
:
Since Gene is too bashful to speak for himself, we will say he is one
of our shining stars!)
Tliirty-seven
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HELEN ARLANDER
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2.
Utopian Club 1.
Gateway Club 1, 2.
DOROTHY MARIE CANAN
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2.
Gateway Club 1, 2.
Dramatics 2.
Dramatic Club President 2.
Student Council Secretary 2.
Utopian 1.
Sigma Chi Omicron
DOROTHYWATERMAN GRAY
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2.
Utopian Club 1.
Gateway Club 1, 2.
Dramatic Club Secretary 2.
Student Council 1.
Class Vice-President 1.
Sergeant-at-Arms 2.
Gateway Social Editor 1.
Assistant Editor 2.
Special Maid 2.
Sigma Chi Omicron.
HELEN MILLER
Gateway Club 1, 2.
Utopian Club 1.
Dramatic Club 1, 2.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2.
Kappa Psi Delta
HELEN ELIZABETH WALTON
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2,
Utopian Club 1.
Gateway Club 1, 2.
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By Dean W. S, James
Athletics at the University of Omaha have always been a prime factor in
the activities of the University. Not only have athletics been a source of bene-
fit to the student body, but it has been a source of pride to all who hold dear
the institution to feel that for a school so young her athletic endeavors compare
favorably with other schools of longer standing and more varied experience.
The athletics of the past year have been especially worthy of mention. The
teams have been composed of gentlemanly fellows who have carried themselves
in a manner worthy the traditions of any school. While we have not in every
instance been able to carry off the laurel of victory, yet few have been the times
when the boys of "U. of O" have gone down to defeat.
Notwithstanding the success of the past, both in athletic honors and stu-
dent co-operation, there has been a general feeling that since the institution is
growing with leaps and bounds, some changes and renovations should be
brought about in athletics for the benefit of the entire student body. It is gen-
erally accepted in academic circles that college athletics performs its most
legitimate function only when it furnishes the means of systematic exercise to
the entire student body—not to a few specialists.
To this end the faculty advised the employment of an efficient coach who
should be at the head of the physical education department, and
who should rank in some respects as an instructor of the institution. It
seemed further advisable that the general oversight of athletics from the
students' standpoint should be placed in the hands of an Athletic Board ap-
proved by the faculty and held responsible by them to carry on the affairs of
athletics in a business-like manner.
Following these advisements, Mr. Earnest Adams, a man efficient in foot-
ball, basketball, track and baseball, was selected to take charge of the physical
education of the men. An Athletic Board, composed of one member from each
college class, two faculty members and the coach will be appointed each year
to take charge of the business side of athletics.
All who hold the institution close to heart feel confident that in the future
"U. of 0." will be cited as a pioneer of the newer, saner and more sportsman-
like athletic system—a system which in time will closely approximate the Eng-
lish system, where every man in college takes an active part in some form of
athletics ; where intercollegiate sport will .not only have its very important
place, but where inter-class contests will be very close to the hearts of the
students—bringing all the classes and departments closer together and making
for a deeper and more healthy type of college spirit.
ni:.
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E. A. ADAMS
E. A. Adams has completed his first year as the University's head coach.
Starting at the school after the football season was over, he has been very
successful in turning out athletic teams which are placing the U. of 0. on a
footing unsurpassed, from an athletic point of view, by any institution in this
section. Ernie takes on all comers, the bigger they are the better. Adams is
never content to play teams of inferior ability, but believes that even a defeat
at the hands of a team of unquestioned prominence is far better than a victory
over a smaller school.
Adams has taken active charge of every major and minor sport and di-
rected his teams personally through the entire season. Few realize what a
gigantic task this is for one man to undertake and carry to a successful end
as Ernie has done. Other schools generally have a coach to take charge of each
branch of sport, but Adams believes in being in personal touch with the per-
sonnel of each team and, through his keen judgment of men, has succeeded in
winning the confidence of all his athletes in a way which no other coach at
Omaha has ever before accomplished.
As coach, Adams has won the respect of every man who has come in con-
tact with him and has received the unqualified support of the students and
faculty of the University. He stands first, last and all the time for clean
athletics, and has instilled in his men the spirit that the first requisite of an
athlete is self control and a complete self-mastery so firmly that Omaha's teams
have had a personnel which has been equalled by few schools in the country.
J. D. B.
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Back Row: Grau, Adams, Mogge, Gustafson, P. Pressly. Middle Row: Pulte, C. Madsen,
Reeves, Golding-, Harman. Front Row: Beacom, Thompson Broadwell, Haaker.
Phelps, M. Pressly.
The University Varsity Club was organized in the spring of 1920 and was
modeled after the former "O" club, which, during the war was temporarily
abandoned. Its membership consists of all athletes who have won varsity
"O's" in the various branches of sports. It was organized under the direction
of E. A. Adams, Director of Athletics, for the purpose of assisting in improving
athletic conditions at the University. At present every letter man in the school
is a member of the club and many alumni members of the old "0" club are
also affiliated.
VSSBSEBt
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After a lapse of two years, the University of Omaha blossomed forth this
year with a real football team. At first prospects for a successful season looked
dark, but gradually brightened as soon as the men began working together.
This year will go on record as a fair season. We must remember, however,
that in the two games that we did lose, the team played good ball, compelling
its opponents to fight for their laurels.
The team, with little practice and practically no signals, met the Wayne
Normal team at Wayne and suffered defeat at their hands. In the first half, our
men were bewildered by the aerial attack of Wayne, but tightened up in the
last, when Wayne scored but twice. "Mo" Pressly showed up good at the
helm, while Levinson played a stellar game at end.
When the heavy squad from Tarkio came on deck at Creighton Field, they
seemed giants because of their size and power ; and they certainly played true
to appearances, winning by a 32-to-0 margin. Our boys held Tarkio, 6 to 0, the
first half, but let down in the second. All the men played a good, clean game.
Two defeats made the team work much harder. When they arrived at
Albany, Mo., on November 1, they were there to win. Although the Palmer
College boys were much larger, they couldn't keep the Omaha warriors down.
The Pressly brothers made Omaha's winning touchdowns in the game, which
ended 14 to 7 in favor of Omaha.
Next came the fast Fort Omaha team, with men in the lineup from large
i\ 19 2 0
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universities throughout the country.
The field was muddy, and slowed up
our backfield considerably. Mud
was surely in evidence. The Uni-
versity missed several chances to
score on fumbled passes caused by
the soggy field. When time finally
was called the score stood 0 to 0.
One of the hardest games of the
season was with Trinity College of
Sioux City, Iowa, which was played
here at Creighton Field, November
22. The U. of 0. team showed the
results of good, hard and steady
practice in this game. With a hard
fighting "eleven-man team" they
swept Trinity off their feet. When
the final whistle stopped the fray,
the score stood 20 to 0 in favor of
the "red and black."
Our team met Fort Omaha at
Rourke Park on Turkey Day. The
slippery ball and heavy snow caused
many a groan from the sidelines
when the ball was fumbled time af-
WOERNER HARMON
Harmon, as a guard, was impas-
able, hard as rocks.
WALDRON GOLDING
"Bob" surely could tear an awful
hole in the other team's line.
HILBERT PETERSON
"Pete," the captain of the 1919
team, proved himself a wonderful
leader and a strong man at center.
WADE REEVES
They may have got thru, but it
wasn't thru Wade.
JACK BEACOM
"Doc Beak" was there at end, and
it took a good man to pass him.
Forty-four
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Iter time. The machine of the Uni-
versity showed its supremacy, win-
ning- by a 7-to-6 score after a hard-
fought game. Golding was respon-
sible for the victory when he kicked
goal, giving us the winning point.
The 1919 football season for the
U. of 0., though slow in starting,
certainly wound up in whirl-wind
style. The dark clouds that appeared
earlier is the year all proved to have
genuine silver linings. Starting out
with two defeats, our football war-
riors showed they had the right
spirit by finishing the season with
one tie and three wins. We confi-
dently predict that next year will
see the good old U. of 0. gridiron ag-
gregation successfully mixing with
the best of 'em
!
JERRY KYLE
'
' Jerry
'
' played a good game, and
his head worked like magic when he
was hugging the pigskin.
PAUL PRESSLY
"Press" was a fast man, and a
wonder at catching passes.
LORIN THOMPSON
When "Tommy" hit the line, it
was best to keep out of his way.
EDWARD LEVINSON
"Levy" saved many a touchdown,
and stopped many a flying cleat.
WALDEMAR GUSTAFSON
"Gus" was a rough man in grid
togs, and ruined many a good line.
DAVID BROADWELL
"Dave" showed up good, and was
full of vim and pep.
19 2 0
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Season's Record
October 18—U. of 0., 0; Wayne
Normal, 61; at Wayne.
October 24—U. of 0., 0; Tarkio
College, 32; at Omaha.
November 1—U. of 0., 14; Pal-
mer College, 7; at Albany.
November 15—U. of 0., 0; Fort
Omaha, 0; at Omaha.
November 22—U. of 0., 20;
Trinity, 0; at Omaha.
November 27—U. of 0., 7 ; Fort
Omaha, 6 ; at Omaha.
MOREY PRESSLY
"Mo," who worked great in the
hardest games, showed the makings
of a wonderful quarterback.
ARTHUR DUTCHER
When "Dutch" got the ball he
was good for at least five yards.
ERNEST KLEBURG
"Ernie" was the stonewall of our
team. Ask Mullholland.
RAYMOND BLAKE
When it took weight and strength,
"Bubbles" was capable of mussing
up any line.
ROBERT MORTON
"Bobby" was always good for a
few yards and always made his op-
posing man feel weak and unneces-
sary.
HARLAN HAAKER
When he's manager of football,
The team is sure to win.
For it seems to be inspired
By his everlasting grin.
1
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The school year of 1919-1920 will be written in red letters in the ath-
letic history of the University. In all sports onr teams have been successful
and achieved more than could be expected. In basketball especially is this
true. Starting about the middle of December with a squad of men of un-
known ability, Coach Adams ground out a team that was able to win every
game it played. The only game lost during the season was one with the
South Dakota Aggies, played at Brookings, S. Dak., when every man on the
team was greatly weakened from a long, strenuous automobile trip and in
no condition to play winning basketball.
The State Conference Basketball season closed with two teams tied for
first honors—Doane College and Omaha University. Doane won the title in
1918 and 1919, and was keen on tucking away the cup this year. Arrange-
ments were finally completed to stage the big game in Omaha, March 23rd,
for the championship of Nebraska.
The gymnasium was crowded to capacity by an excited crowd long be-
fore the first whistle. The play Avas the fastest ever seen on a local floor.
The University squad displayed the same teamwork and defensive play thru-
Forty-seven
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Coach Adams
out the game that had characterized
their work thruout the season. The
game was hard-fought and at one point
the score was uncomfortably close, but
during the last fifteen minutes of play
the outcome was never in doubt. Ad-
ams was the individual star of the
game. He completely baffled the Doane
team by his dribbling and shooting.
Reeves played a wonderful game at
guard, while the regular scoring ma-
chine—Captain Phelps, Pressly and
Beacom — played exceptional ball.
Thompson and Levinson were sent in
the last ten minutes and performed
very creditably. Following is the box
score
:
OMAHA UNIVERSITY (35)
fg- pf. tf. fig. pts.
Dredla (f.) 3 0 0 0 6
Brown (f. ) 4 1 0 0 8
Johnston (c.) ... 1 1 0 1 3
Mains, (capt.) g.) 1 0 1 0 2
Ellis (g.) 0 0 0 0 0
*Sukovaty (c.) 2 2 0 0 4
Totals 11 4 1 1 23
DOANE COLLEGE (23)
fg- pf. tf. fig. pts.
M. Pressly (f ) 3 1 0 0 6
Beacom (f.) . . 3 1 0 0 6
Phelps (capt.) (c) 4 1 0 1 9
Adams (g.) 5 2 1 0 10
Reeves (g.) . . 2 1 0 0 4
*Thompson (g. ) .. 0 0 0 0 0
**Levinson (g. ) .. 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 17 6 1 1 35
Doane: *Substituted for J hnson.
Omaha Uni : *Substituted for Ad-
ams ; **Substituted for Beacom.
Referee: Moore. Scorer: P. Pressly.
Timekeeper: Aller (Doane). Time of
game : Halves, 20 minutes.
During the season the Thorpians were
swamped, 91-6 ; Fort Omaha was twice
?.
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easily defeated ; the fast Trinity College
team was twice vanquished ; the heavy
Midland squad was defeated in a hard
game, 29-16; we lost to South Dakota
State, 12-20; Preston, S. D., was easily
defeated; the hard-fighting Kearney
Athletic Ass'n was beaten twice; Kear-
ney Normal, twice ; Peru Normal in a
rough, hard-fought game ; and Doane.
Three trips were made by the squad
:
one to Sioux City, la., to play Trinity;
one to South Dakota, and one to west-
ern Nebraska. Eight games were played
on the Uni. floor.
Sports Editor Gaddis of the Daily
News, after seeing the leading confer-
ence teams in action, selected the
Uni. five as first all-state team. Gad-
dis says that every man on the Uni-
team is an individual star.
M. Pressly, forward, is speedy and
has an eagle eye for a basket. He is
also a good man at handling the ball
and a clever floorman.
Beacom outclasses Dredla of Doane
for a position on the team, because of
his ability to play the floor. "Doc
Beak" is a fast man and played a bril-
liant game.
Captain Phelps is the best center in
the state, because of his ability to jump
and for his floor ability. Phelps greatly
helped the scoring machine.
Adams, guard, is regarded as the
best all-round man in the state. Adams
is a wonderful dribbler, a clever floor
man, and a good shooter.
Reeves, guard, is a wonder. Reeves
never makes many points; that's not
his job. But when you consider the
number of points he caused the oppos-
ing team to lose, his worth is realized.
Thompson is an invaluable man to
any team. He is fast, hard-hitting and
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clever. With a little more experience
he will make a top-notcher.
Levinson is a fast and clever floor
man. With another year's experience
he should develop into one of the best.
Golding developed into a good man
and at the end of the season was play-
ing first-class ball. We look for great
things from Bob next year.
Grau was always there when you
needed him. He is fast, hard-working
and has a good eye.
P. L. Pressly, student manager and
player, was not only the best little
manager that ever was, but also a good
man to have with the team, and on sev-
eral occasions he showed his worth on
the floor.
Following is the choice for the Oma-
ha Daily News for the All-State five
:
Pressly F Omaha
Beacom F Omaha
Phelps (Capt.) C Omaha
Reeves G Omaha
Adams G Omaha
STATE CONFERENCE CHAMPS
Season's Record
OMAHA UNI. At
Dec. 5 91 Thorpian Athletic 6 Omaha
Dec. 17 41 Fort Omaha 4 Omaha
Dec. 24 56 Fort Omaha 6 Omaha
Jan. 17 38 Trinity College .. 13 Sioux City
Jan. 21 12 So. Dak. State. .. .20 Brookings
Jan. 22 29 Preston College . .18 Preston
Jan. 31 29 Midland 16 Omaha
Feb. 13 36 Trinity 23 Omaha
Feb. 19 28 Kearney Athletic 14 Kearney
Feb. 20 18 Minden Normal .. 17 Minden
Feb. 28 48 Kearney Normal . 10 Omaha
Mar. 6 15 Peru Normal 10 Omaha
Mar. 12 31 Kearney Athletic 15 Omaha
Mir. 23 35 Doane College. . . 23 Omaha
OMAHA COMMERCIAL LEAGUE
STANDING
Won
Uni. Reserves ....
Y. M. H. A
Council Bluffs . . .
Western Union . .
Commercial High
Thorpian Athletic
* Game forfeited
Lost
*1
2
3
7
7
10
Pet.
.900
.900
.700
.300
.300
.000
Unusually inclement weather delayed the start of the track season at the
U. of 0., and it was not until less than a month before the State Intercollegiate
meet that the candidates for the squad were able to train out-of-doors. A num-
ber of likely looking men answered the first call. Several of the football and
basketball men were out; among them being Peterson, Phelps (Captain),
Reeves, Thompson, Beacon, Hartford, Madsen, Gustafson, Mogge and Broad-
well. Coach Adams soon found the good and bad points of his men, and by
constant hard work developed, from a squad of practically all green men, a
track team composed of six men which was able to accomplish much more than
had been expected. Phelps, former basketball captain, was elected track cap-
tain. Those who qualified to go to the state meet were Captain Phelps (high
jump and distance runs), Thompson (captain-elect), (jumps and dashes), Gus-
tafson (weights), Mogge (distance runs), Hartford (dashes: 440 and 220),
Madsen (dashes: 100, 220 and 440).
After a very short period of training, a little over three weeks, the team
went to the State Intercollegiate Track meet, which was held at Nebraska
Wesleyan University, University Place, Nebraska, on Friday, June 21st, 1920.
The weather man was good to the one hundred or more athletes who were there
to compete, and the surface of the track was in the best of condition. Two
Nebraska records were broken, the record for the mile run and for the javelin
throw. Omaha University sprang a surprise in winning fourth place with her
squad of six men, who were entered in less than one-half of the events. Phelps
won first in the half-mile (time: 2:13) and high jump (height: 5 ft., 9 in.)
;
Thompson placed third in the broad jump and fourth in the high jump (18 ft.,
8 in. and 5 ft., 3 in., respectively) ; Gustafson won third in the shot put with
a heave of 38 ft., 7^2 in -, and had he not fouled, would have taken second place
in the discus. Hartford, Mogge and Madsen put up good races in their events,
D~jl
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Thompson
Capt. Elect.
Coach. Adams
Fifty-two
and deserve much credit for their
showings when their lack of experi-
ence and their short conditioning pe-
riod is considered. Undoubtedly these
men, who will probably all be back
next year, will do much better as a
result of their increased experience and
training.
Coach Adams hopes to develop a
track squad next year that will be able
to compete for first honors in the State
Track Meet of 1921. All of this year's
squad except Phelps and Gustafson
will be back, and with them and
Reeves, Beacom and Broadwell as a nu-
cleus for a team, Adams ought to put
out a team that will perform very cred-
ibly. Complete equipment for indoor
training as well as outdoor work will
be on hand and there will be no delay
in starting next year's season so that
the men may get into the best of con-
dition for the meets. Track is one of
the keenest and most enjoyable of all
sports and every effort will be made to
put it on a par with football and bas
ketball next year at the U. of 0.
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Taylor P. Pressly Phelps Capt. Gran
No game has increased in poularity so rapidly as has tennis. In recogni-
tion of this broader public interest, tennis was reinstituted this year in the
University as a minor sport, after an absence of three years. Students are
realizing more and more that it is the only active game they may conveniently
continue to play after leaving college, and in recognition of its worth a great
interest was shown in it this year at the University.
The University of Omaha Tennis Club was organized by the student body
on April 14, 1920. Officers elected were : J. Beacom, president ; J. Roberts, vice-
president ; F. Jones, secretary and treasurer. Men 's and women 's tournaments
were played off. Strehlow, Hensman and Bliss showed good form among the
women.
Wesleyan-Omaha Tennis Meet
Captain Grau, Phelps, Pressly and Taylor qualified for the Uni. tennis team,
which encountered the crack Wesleyan squad in a dual meet on Omaha's courts
June 2. Playing against men of greater experience and in much better condi-
tion, the Uni. team put up a great fight. The doubles match proved the most
exciting of the series. After two and one-half hours of hard play, Captain Grau
and Phelps lost to the Wesleyan team, McBride and Acherd, 16-18, 4-6. Nego-
tiations are being made to meet with other institutions in the near future.
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When happy college days are over, the Alumni Association steps in and
opens its ranks to the graduates who, with some regret, realize that their days
at the University are over. To make the bond closer between the days of the
past in college life and those of the present in everyday life, the association
keeps in touch with the University. No sooner have the Seniors turned their
tassels to the right, than the Alumni welcome the graduating class with a ban-
quet. The banquet this year at the Athletic Club will long be remembered by
the class of 1920 as helping to overcome the regret of ending Senior days. But
the association does more than revive memories of the past—it lives in the
present. In athletics, in dramatics, in school functions, in the welfare of the
University, the Alumni take an active interest. The University is still and al-
ways to them their school, in whose success they look forward.
The officers of the year 1919-1920 have led the Alumni well. The officers
of the year were : President, Mrs. Louis Edwards
;
Vice-President, Irving Fink-
enstein
;
Secretary, Esther Knapp
;
Treasurer, Victor Jorgensen
;
Correspond-
ing Secretary, Irene Wilson. At the banquet new officers were elected. With
these officers at the head of the association great things are promised for the
association for the coming year.
RECEPTION ROOM
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LORIN THOMPSON
President
HAROLD RAMSBERG
Vice-President
WADE REEVES
Secretary -Treasurer
The Y. M. C. A. did not awaken to its great possibilities and responsibilities
until at almost the end of the year. After a couple of profitable visits from Mr.
Charrington, and after several fellows, by attending a "Y" conference at Fre-
mont, had been made to realize just what "Y" could and should mean, the Y.
M. C. A. of the Uni. began to look really worth while. Of course, everything
could not be revolutionized at once, but under the leadership of Lorin Thomp-
son, assisted by Harold Ramsburg and Wade Reeves, great things are hoped
for. A "Y" cabinet has been formed to make up the backbone of the organiza-
tion. May the Omaha Uni. "Y" realize its great responsibility and its great
opportunity and make next year count.
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MARGUERITE CARNAL
President
FRANCES EDWARDS
Vice-President
MARY KILjLIAN
Secretary -Treasurer.
This year has indeed been an active one for the University Y. W. C. A.
From start to finish many events have been connected with the organization.
To start school social life of the year, the Y. W. and the Y. M. jointly gave a
reception to the new students. The popular leaders of the different lines of
school activity welcomed, with short talks, the new students to the University.
This was a "Get Acquainted" reception. Many teas were given, several for
the new girls, one when the football team were guests and another for the na-
tional secretary, Miss Tunneli. Besides the social activities, there were those
of a more serious nature. Every Wednesday special meetings were held, both
for business and for helpful Christian talks. To make this organization better
connected with national work, the local Y. W. voted to send a delegate to the
convention at Cleveland. In order to raise expenses, a carnival was held in
March. Over $100 was raised, part of which went to pay the expenses of our
delegate, some to add furnishings for the girls' room. Not only was the Y. W.
helping women of the University, but also the men. The girls did their best
to help athletics by selling tickets, attending games, rooting for our team, and
last by giving the team an athletic banquet. In return, the work of the men
was much appreciated by the girls, in preparation for the Carnival. The Y. W.
is proud of its record this year.
Fifty-eight
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The Gateway Club is as its name indicates, a club that is the gateway to
school life and events, particularly to school offices. The club takes charge of
elections for Dramatic Club officers, for election of the Gateway Staff, and for
the May election for Queen and Maids.
The Gateway Club is an ardent booster of athletics and other activities.
It consists of all the students of the University, organized and working for the
upholding of the traditions and customs of the school and for furthering new
interests in behalf of the welfare of the University.
The club is but a means of carrying out the plans of the students. Al-
though the duties of the organization are not definite, but variable, the work
of the club is felt and its value in University life is recognized.
0}
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DOROTHY CANAN
President
DOROTHY EDWARDS
Vice-President
DOROTHY GRAY
Secretary-Treasurer
The Dramatic Club is the main spring of the ever-interesting spirit of
dramatics, which pervades in the University. Without it, our custom of an
Annual Play would die ; with it, the tradition is revived anew each year. The
club is composed of all those in the school who have an interest in dramatic
work. The officers of this year worked hard to put over the "Schoolmistress,
"
to make it the success it was. That dignity is not a required attribute of an
officer of the organization is shown by the fact that the president was the clever
Irish maid of the play. The club is not an organization without life. Each
year it stirs the students into action by the whisper of, "It's most time for
the play ! '
'
The Dramatic Club, through its presentation of the play, was a leading
factor this year of University life, and it will continue to be one of the active
forces of the school's life.
Sixty
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Back Row: Hartford, Edwards, Johnston, Shramek, Baird. Front Row: Alderman, Higbee,
Cejnar, Dr. James, Canan.
The aim of the Student Council of the University of Omaha is to represent
the voice of the students in all matters pertaining to student life.
This year has indeed been one of great progress for the Council. To make
the organization permanent, a final constitution was perfected. The Council took
one of the first steps towards the entrance of the Uni. into the Nebraska State
Collegiate Conference and formulated the athletic requirements and rules
necessary for admission. Letters were granted to football and basketball men
according to the Council's recommendations.
The Special Chapels which have proved interesting were, for the most part,
the result of the Council 's work. These and many other matters, discussed pro
and con by the members, have aided in the self government of the students.
Several plans, including some dealing with an improved cut system and lunch-
room service, have been formulated. Although not in force this year they will
materialize next fall for the benefit of the students of the new year.
Back Row: Fonda, Huberman, Arlander, Munson, Bliss. Middle Row: Lake, Simpson.
Gray, Miss Pox, Weller, Steel, Clarke. Front Row: Edwards, Johnston, Miller, Troxell.
|
Another new organization has knocked at the doors of our institution and
been received with due pomp and ceremony. The mystic order of BACUCY
is in our midst ! But to its members there is no mystery. Instead there seems
to be a hidden bond of good-fellowship and loyalty that binds together the
girls having so many different interests. Joys and hardships endured together
in many different classes bring together the members of BACUCY into one
harmonious group. But—enough of the mystery ! Shall I divulge to you those
who are included in the lucky number 1 Very well. Just those who aim to fol-
low the ideals of Froebel and endeavor to teach the little five-year-old all the
things he should know ; these only are included. In other words, the girls of
the kindergarten department have organized the mystic order of BACUCY
to assure more perfect understanding and to develop delightful social relation-
ships. Many are the good times that have been enjoyed together. Nature trips
and birthday parties have helped to lighten the wearysome load of lessons.
And do you know—it was through this very organization that we found that
our beloved Miss Fox was delightfully "human." The Senior girls leave the
department with a great big feeling of regret that it is all over; but they will
ever watch with interest the development and growth of BACUCY.
19 2 0
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"She pup
Back Row: Dike, Scholes, Alpirn, Gilbert.
Leary, Tucker.
Front Row: Mrs. H. D. Jolley, Moore, Gallagher,
"Dammit," the yellow cur and official mascot of the University of Omaha
School of Journalism "Pup" organization, greeted the members at their initial
banquet held at the University Club, Monday evening, April 12. As yellow is
the official color of the "Pup," the mascot was surrounded by yellow candles.
Ribbons tied to his neck reached to all place at the banquet table. Tiny pups
and tip books were favors.
Sport salad with bunk dressing headed the unique menu served before the
ceremonies took place. Scoop cocktail with accuracy wafers, baked halibut
with sob sauce, roast chicken a la freak, slug potatoes and boiled-down peas fol-
lowed. Then came the dessert of city desk special ice cream, hell-box cake
and caffee rim.
After the feast, the constitution was read. According to the law, the of-
ficers of the "Pup" are named after the editions of the newspapers. The presi-
dent is otherwise titled the "Pup," the vice-president is known as the "Hound-
clog," the secretary as the "Bull-dog," while the treasurer is hailed by his
classmates as the "Yellow-cur," since it is he who relieves the "pups" of their
money. Besides the officers there are three official "bouncers," who inflict pun-
ishment on wrongdoers.
1
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Back Row: Thompson, Reeves, Broadwell. Middle Row: Dike, Canan, Johnston, Norris,
Tucker, Fleishman. Front Row: Pressly, Taylor, Bennett, Gray Beacom, Powell,
Blough.
All, now comes the big topic—dramatics. Since the school was founded,
dramatics has been the big attraction of the year. How elated we feel when
we have produced the best play the Uni. has ever given. Best, did I say? No,
truly that was an error, for "The Rose o' Plymouth Town," which we thought
could never be surpassed, sort o' lost its brilliancy when "The Dream That
Came True" came along. What a large cast it had, and what wonderful op-
portunities for dramatic talent. All that may be true, but do you remember
"The Amazons?" Well I knew you couldn't forget that, with its unique
gymnasium scene and its fascinating plot.
That is all well and good for times past, but we must dwell neither on the
past alone nor the present, but both—and. Therefore let us consider "The
School Mistress," the play of 1920. Did it come up to our expectations? Oh,
yes, indeed, for talent comes and talent goes, just as the tide from the ocean
fluctuates, but the new always fills the place of the old, just as the incoming
tide fills the bay.
There were three acts in ' ' The School Mistress. ' ' Act I, the mystery, was
a scene in the reception room of Volumnia College, Volumnia House, near Port-
land Place. Miss Dyott, the dignified principal, left the college on a short trip
;
Sixty-six
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then the fun began. Dinah, the daughter of rear-admiral Rankling and Mrs.
Rankling, had been secretly married to Paulover. Dinah was the charming
daughter of a very sweet mother and a severe dignified father, who succeeded
in amusing the audience by his austerity. "We all envied Dinah's position, for
seldom do we find such a true and devoted husband as Jack feigned to be. We
were delighted to discover Jack's remarkable dramatic ability. The girls of
the College, including Mable Norris, Leona Johnston and especially Elizabeth
Taylor, who was a very natural leader of all their mischievous pranks, aided
Dinah in whatever way they could.
Act II was a party given for Dinah. Queckett, who pretended to be the
uncle of the girls, was an unusually good Englishman. His two friends, Mal-
lory and Saunders, seemed to have had previous practice in their parts
;
they
acted very natural. Sad to say, the party was interrupted by a fire caused by
Tyler, who seemed a typical porter. Jane, who announced the fire, portrayed
a sweet and interesting servant. The two firemen, who entered, were very amus-
ing, but rather trying at such a critical time.
Act III was a scene at Admiral Rankling 's the next morning. The
guests strolled in one by one, each unable to sleep. Consequently the admiral
came upon his daughter, and consented not to interfere with the marriage, on
the grounds that the couple should be separated for five years. Miss Dyott,
much to our sruprise, had laid aside her dignity to enter in a ballet dress.
Though Volumnia College had burned to the ground she had no need of worry-
ing, because she had taken up theatrical work under Mr. Otto Bernstein, a
popular composer. This last statement applies to Harold ("Otto") in real
as well as stage life.
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The entire play was a striking and fascinating production and much credit
is due to the hand behind the wheel, Dean James.
Now how about the future. We must not think of the past and present
alone, nor just the future, but both—and.
Consequently Ave are looking forward to next year's dramatic work with
eager eyes and great expectations.
(East:
Hon. Vere Queckett, a family, but no money Mr. Clyde Bennett
Miss Dyott, principal of Volumnia College Miss Dorothy Gray
Rear-Admerial Rankling, of the Flag Ship Pandora Mr. Wade Reeves
Mrs. Rankling Miss Izma Tucker
Dinah, their daughter Miss Margaret Powell
Mr. Reginald Paulover Mr. Jack Beacom
Peggy Hesslerigge, a pupil of Volumnia College Miss Elizabeth Taylor
Lieut. John Mallory, of the Flag Ship Pandora Mr. Paul Pressley
Mr. Saunders, Mr. Mallory 's Nephew, of the Training Ship
Dezterous Mr. Edwin Dike
Gwendoline Hawkins, a pupil at Volumnia Miss Mable Norris
Ermyntrude Johnston, a pupil at Volumnia Miss Leona Johnston
Mr. Otto Bernstein, a popular composer Mr. Harold Blough
Tyler, a servant Mr. Max Fleishman
Jane Chipman, a servant Miss Dorothy Canan
Goff, a fireman Mr. Lorin Thompson
Jaffray, a fireman Mr. David Broadwell
Act I—The Mystery, Reception Room of Volumnia College, Volumnia
House, near Portland Place.
Act II—The Party. Class Room at Volumnia College.
Act III—Nightmare. Living Room at Admiral Rankling 's Portland Place.
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CROWNING THE MAY QUEEN
On the evening of May 22, our annual May Festival, Gala Day, was cele-
brated. Our Queen of the May was to have been crowned on the University
campus, hut at a late hour these plans had to be changed because of the sudden
downpour of rain, and Jacob 's Hall became the scene of the festivities.
At 7:30, the royal procession left the main building; as they approached
the Hall, the Court Maidens sang their May Day song. Margaret Powell, the
Royal Herald, led the procession. She was dressed in a white Grecian gown
with a pink mantle, and carried a trumpet hung with a chain of flowers. The
Queen's Dancers followed; first the Special Dancers, Mabel Rasmussen and
Dorothy Merriam, then the May Pole girls and the Girls of the Basket Dance.
Upon entering the Hall, the procession marched into a circle and the Royal
Herald mounted the stairs, to the side of the throne. The dancers approached
and arranged themselves in two rows. Down this aisle, formed by the Court
Maidens, the two Special Maids, Vesta Beavers and Dorothy Gray, first ad-
vanced to the throne. They were dressed in white Grecian gowns with light
green tunics, and each bore a Shepherd's crook with lilies. The Maicl of Honor,
G Sixty-nine
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Izma Tucker, next approached. Her gown was of white silk with a pink satin
mantle, and in her arms she carried a large bouquet of Mrs. Ward's roses. She
was followed by little Charlotte Fisher, carrying the queen's crown upon a
light green satin pillow. Then advanced the Queen, Lucille Kendall, carrying
a bouquet of Killarney roses. She was dressed in a white silk Grecian gown
with a long light green satin train, which was carried by two small pages, Ralph
Dickerson and Jack Longsdorf. Upon reaching the throne, she was crowned by
the Maid of Honor amid the songs of the court, The Queen, surrounded by her
Special Maids, then watched her dancers. Mabel Rasmussen and Dorothy Mer-
riam, dressed in blue and pink, gave a special dance. The May Pole Dancers,
in their bright gowns of rainbow colors, danced gayly around the pole, and the
Girls of the Basket Dance strewed lilacs before their Queen. Thus ended the
rites attending the crowning of our Queen.
fart tHuifl—TJauliemlle
The first sketch, given by the Freshman Class, "Wal', I Swan," was staged
in a railroad station. The station agent, Jack Beacom, had troubles of his own.
"Grandma" Huberman, with little "Nellie" Lake, was the first of his troubles.
They were quickly followed by the arrival of "Old Maid" Jones, who insisted
that she wanted to go to Kiss-a-me. As the "Fat Man," Mr. Salisbury was a
decided success, and his laugh was contagious. Alta Davis, as the Deaf Woman,
was greeted with laughter.
HEAD-WORK OP GALA DAY — CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Seventy
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The Junior Class was represented by Izma Tucker, who recited the "Rose
of Washington Square," accompanied by Dorothy Griffis at the piano.
"The Trials of a Director-' was next on the program. This was presented
by the Preparatory students. As the director, Basil Binns did his duty in try-
ing out the aspirants for the stage. Margaret Strehlow and Brother Archie
were mirth provoking. Waldron Golding, as Hiram Hanks, was a source of
much fun. Jim Bailey, the Office Boy, announced the applicants for the stage,
Following this there was a specialty. Gene Grau impersonated a French-
man, and Dorothy Edwards gave "Little Boy Blue," accompanied by Mar-
guerite Carnal on the piano. The members of the Kindergarten Klub sang
"Slumber Sea."
The Sophomore Class gave a modern version of "A Day on the Nile."
Roberta Coulter was Cleopatra. Ray Phelps, as Bohulahunkus, faithfully at-
tended his queen, furnishing her with beauty needs and fanning her with a
"Little Polly" broom. Gene Grau figured as Mark Antony. Julius Brown,
as Caesar, entered court on roller skates. After the "Egyptians" had talked
over the faculty, Dorothy Gray, as Fatima, rendered an Egyptian song, and
the ladies of the court gave a dance in true Egyptian style.
The University Quartette, Harold Blough, Paul Pressly, Harry Mogge and
Lorin Thompson, sang between the acts.
This was followed by the Novelty Song and Dance act, given by the Misses
Barentsen, Johnston, Clark and Dow, and by Messrs. Phelps, Blough, Beacom
and Broadwell. It was a very pretty black and white act, composed of singing
and dancing, and of music on stringed instruments.
The program ended with the Senior play. The class presented "The
Trouble at Satterlee's. " Mabel Rasmussen, as Dorothy, and Jessie Tennant,
as Alice, were the ringleaders of the girls of the school. Mary Killian, as
Mildred, and Peg Powell, as Marian, also attended Miss Satterlee's correct
boarding school. Mabel Norris as the Irish maid, Kathleen, was horrified at
Dorothy's and Alice's plans to murder Miss Satterlee as she supposed the
victim to be. The part of dignified Miss Satterlee Avas played by Grace Thomp-
son. When matters were explained the curtain fell with Kathleen's "It's an
ill wind that blows good to nobody.
'
' And thus ended Gala Day of 1920.
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Early last Fall four enterprising young men, with harmonious voices, got
together and formed what became known as the "Harmony Quartette." They
were first presented before the public eye in a musical "skit" entitled "At
Harmony Junction," which was presented at the Frosh Party. Since that time
they have developed into real experts at harmony and appeared before the
school and general public several times. Their work in the school play and on
Gala Day will be especially remembered. The personnel of the quartette at the
end of the school year is Harry Mogge, first tenor; Harold Blough, second
tenor ; Lorin Thompson, first bass, and Paul Pressly, second bass.
(irrljpatra
In the foregoing and aftergoing pages you will notice there is no likeness
or reference of an orchestra, but for the benefit of those who are not well
enough acquainted to know the facts we will explain. Though there has not
been an organized orchestra body at the school this year, at every occasion
where there was any demand for music, there was never a lack of any. Whether
it was an athletic event, the play, Gala Day, or for our entertainment in the
19 2 0
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Chapel room, there were always those on hand who could satisfy the appetite
of any music lover. There was Mildred Buzza, who tickled the piano ; Mildred
Bliss, Earl Pulte and Jack Miller, "Fiddlers Three;" Blough with the blaring
cornet; Henderson with his laughing trombone; Eychaner with his moaning
saxophone; Beacom with his "rattle" (drums); Arlander with her
cooing cello, and several others were always ready to answer the call. Next
year a music director is promised, and there is no doubt that a first-class or-
chestra will be developed from the plentiful supply of musical talent.
lanja Handolm (Elub
The Banjo Mandolin Club has proven itself a "howling success." All
those present at the Auditorium May 14th can vouch for the fact that those
who compose the club are also "experts at harmony," for they certainly
brought down the house with "Dardanella." And they don't know how to
shimmy? Oh, no! Phelps just shook one of the footlights out of the stage,
and Blough almost upset the piano on which he was reclining. Broadwell is a
dexterous artist with the mandolin pick, and Jerpe always there to cover up
any unharmoniousness with his piano.
Beacom Blough
Phelps
Jerpe Broadwell
&
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Back Row: Weller Bennett, Haaker, Edwards. Front Row: Powell, Higbee, Canan, Brown.
Sept. 11th.
Oct. 18th.
Oct. 23rd.
Oct. 24th.
Nov. 28th
Dec. 19th.
Dec. 31st.
Jan. 2nd.
Feb. 6th. .
Feb. 11th.
Feb. 27th.
Mar. 5th. .
Mar. 26th.
Apr. 22nd
Apr. 29th.
May 13th.
May 2 8th.
June 8th .
.
June 25th
June 2 6th
. . Informal Dance—Marjorie Parsons Kappa Psi Delta.
. . .Hallowe'en Party—Izma Tucker Kappa Psi Delta.
. . .Dance at Hotel Rome Phi Sigma Phi.
. . . Dance at Dundee Theta Phi Delta.
, . . Dance at Dundee Sigma Chi Omicron
. .
.Dancing Party—"Peg" Kenner Phi Sigma Phi.
. . . Christmas Party—Flora Jones Sigma Chi Omicron
. . .Formal Dance at Blackstone Hotel Theta Phi Delta.
. . .Formal Dance—Mary Killian and Marie Cejnar. . . Kappa Psi Delta.
. . .Dance at Dundee Phi Sigma Phi.
. . .Dance at Dundee Theta Phi Delta.
. . .Dance at Dundee Sigma Chi Omicron
. . .Dance at Strehlow Terrace Theta Phi Delta.
. . . .Dance at Hanscom Park Kappa Psi Delta.
. .
.Week-End Party at Sig-Chi-Cabin Sigma Chi Omicron
. . .Party—"Peg" Kenner Phi Sigma Phi.
. . . Dinner Dance Phi Sigma Phi.
. . .Annual Luncheon at University Club Kappa Psi Delta.
. . . Dinner Dance at Prettiest Mile Sigma Chi Omicron
. . .Dinner Dance at Athletic Club Theta Phi Delta.
.Seventy-four
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CLASS OF 1920
Jerald Bruce John Jenkins
CLASS OF 1921
Henry Edstrom
CLASS OF 1922
Julius Brown Woerner Harman
CLASSES OF 1923 AND 1924
Harlan Haaker
Harold Shouse
Waldron Golding
Bruce Gilbert
Morey Pressly
Louis Bilon
Raymond Blake
Harry Rapp
ACTIVE ALUMNI
Edgar Ernst
Victor Jorgenson
Perry Allerton
George Parish
Andrew Dow
Eugene Simmons
Will Roberts
La Verne Everson
Morris Holloway
Harold Haaker
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Organized in 1914
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TAVENTY-TWO
Earl Pulte
Eug'ene Claire Grau
Harry Raymond Phelps
James Dngher
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-THREE
George William Jerpe
Andrew Piatt Taylor
David Broadwell
Harold Henderson
Wade Reeves
Harold Blough
Paul Pressly
Jack Daniel Beacom
Lorin Thompson
PLEDGES
Ernest Adams
ACTIVE ALUMNI
William Campen
Walter Gilbert
Chester Johnson
Howard Wiclenor
James Smith
Donald Nicholson
Seventy-nine
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Founded Dec. 13, 1919
CHAPTER ROLL
CLASS OF 1921
Melvin Dwight Higbee
CLASS OF 1922
Albert Clayton Edwards Harold Dixon Ramsburg
George Arthur Milton Bychaner
CLASS OF 1923
Clyde Rolland Bennett Nelson Case Hartford
Walter Ernest Mason
CLASS OF 1924—FEB.
Eugene Robert Morton Raul Clayton Madsen
Eighty-one
Eighty-two
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Chapter Roll
CLASS OF 1922
Dorothy Marie Canan
Dorothy Waterman Gray
Jean Elizabeth Roberts
Dorothy Merriam
CLASS OF 1923
Mildred Bliss
Mildred Troxell
Elizabeth Taylor
Leona Johnston
Louise Jones
Mary Cleland
Leota Alderman
Alice Mae Weller
Gladys Munson
Evelyn Clarke
Clara Barentsen
ACTIVE ALUMNI
Mildred Alderman
Marguerite Riley
Eishty-three
EiRhty-four
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CHAPTER ROLL
SENIORS
Marie Cejnar Mable Norris
Mary Killian Margaret Powell
Jessie Tennant
JUNIORS
Izma Tucker
Dorothy Edwards
Vesta Beavers
Myrl Fonda
Elton Hensman
SOPHOMORES
Helen Miller
Frances Edwards
FRESHMEN
Margaret McCleneghan
Ruth Sweeney
Georgians Steele
ACTIVE ALUMNI
Olga Jorgensen
Ruby Haskett
Patricia Bender
Quito Eddy Smith
lone Fogg Pangle
Mildreth Street
Katherine Reynolds
Lillian Anderson
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We cater to
MONEY
CLASS
SPEED
Dates for highbrow occasions furnished
on a moment's notice
Make a Date NOW—You'll
Enjoy It
Kappa Psi Delta
Try Us For a
Date
Any Time, Any Place,
With Anybody
Phone Us Whenever Possible
Visit Our Country Road House-
Oriental Music Furnished
$2 0
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SEPTEMBER
16—School started. Oh, you Freshies!
18—Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. reception (Some night to get acquainted).
22—First Yellow Sheet up. Three cheers for Gene!
Pressly appears in derby.
23—Mary Anne hung! Henry and Julius did the deed.
2 4—Preps begin their Milk Brigade. Maggie Dow the leader.
25—Miss Ward and Miss McCartney follow suit.
Parade and style show by the boys in their new football togs!
Hair-pulling match. Senior election. All wanted to be President.
26—Pep Chapel, Girls sure can yell!
28—Episode of one little powder puff. Place—church. Party concerned-
Killian.
OCTOBER
1—Oh, horrors! Chemistry prison opened. Miss Ward happy. All of us ?
2—Bargain sale on Turkish towels! Harlan did his duty for the team.
4
—Senior Theater Party! Frivilous Seniors.
6—J. F. F. formed. Mystery; Who?
7—Post-graduate lost. O. M. C. L. J. are her initials.
9—"II Jacobi!" Some Chapel!
10—School hike. And the Florence roads.
18—Football at Wayne. Our first trip.
2 4—U. of O. vs. Tarkio. "And we kept a-shivering on."
Rival hops in honor of Tarkio team.
25—Senior Orpheum party. Much annoyed by the Juniors in the peanut gallery!
31—Great celebration. Mystery of the three burned biscuits and the ghosts
Florence.
NOVEMBER
1—Team at Albany, Missouri. Beat Palmer College, 14 to 7.
4—J. F. F. Banquet. Still a deep secret.
5—Senior-Junior hike—The five kidnapped Seniors.
6— 9—Vacation (Hooray, State Teacher's Convention).
7—Organic Chem class chloroformed some of the preps.
11—Battle Royal! At Fontenelle Park. Phi Sigs against the Thetas.
14—Y. W. tea to the new girls. The boys made good audience.
15—Football. Omaha Uni. vs. Ft. Omaha, 0-0. And oh, the mud.
22—Beat Trinity, 19 to 0. Fooled the stealthy scouts of Trinity by our practice.
2 6—Tea for Miss Tunnell, Y. W. Secretary. The girls also treated the team.
27—Beat Ft. Omaha in the Thanksgiving snow, 7-6.
27-Dec. 29—More vacation. The fuel strike.
DECEMBER
5—Basketball! Beat Thorpian Athletic Club, 91 to 6.
17—Every one happy. Uni., 41; Ft. Omaha, 4.
24—More fun. Beat Ft. Omaha, 56-6.
29—Back to school. More lessons.
(Continued on Page Ninety-one)
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Complete Course
Stenographic Course
Bookkeeping
Calculating Machine
Typing
Filing
Office Practice
The Junior courses can be taken in
vacation season, without interrupt-
ing High School or College Work.
Intermediate and Advanced class
work for students who have begun
their courses elsewhere.
Admission to Day School
the first Monday of each
month. Hours 8:30 to 1:00.
IONE C. DUFFY
OWNER
Second Floor Omaha National Bank
Douglas 5890
OMAHA
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of Photography
We renew our congratulations.
A liberal reduction to all Students of the University of
Omaha. We feel honored that you have given us the difficult
part of your work so far, and hope to receive some of the in-
dividual ones in the future.
107 South 16th Street—Opposite Hayden's
Tel "Douglas 2387
HENSHAW HOTEL BUILDING
i!3 THE PLACE FOR
U N I
(you) (and) (I)
The most up-to-date and complete
sweetshop in the middle west
Ninety
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JANUARY
•New Year's Day. Vacation.
Frat Basketball game. Furious fray. Pride of the Thetas lost. Phi Sigs trimmed
Them, 13 to 5.
Booster Club organized at Chapel.
-Commercial League—U. of O. Reserves beat Y. M. H. A.
-Freshman Party for the school. Musical comedy a great hit.
-Gateway appeared. More wonders.
—Trinity walloped on their own floor, 38 to 13.
Community Sing. Mr. Campbell's song, "Brighten the Classroom Where You Are."
Journey to Brookings, S. Dak., for the basketball team.
Still on the way. Five hours in a Ford in a blizzard! Played South Dakota State.
—Beat Preston College, 29 to 18.
—Dean overwhelmed with applications by the boys to teach Astronomy to the
Seniors. Wonder why?
through 30—Gloom week. Exams.
—U. of O. vs. Midland College. And we beat, 29 to 16.
Senior supper.
FEBRUARY
-New Semester.
-Skating party on the icy walks for the Freshies.
(Continued on Page Ninety-three.)
It is a known fact that the car owner who uses
SPRAGUE
Cord and Fabric
Tires can never be be induced to use any other make
Sprague Tires Cost Less Per Mile
Sprague Tire & Rubber Co.
1 0th and Cuming Streets
OMAHA
G AT EWAY
An Appreciation From
^j^E WISH TO THANK the
\ I J Faculty and Students of the
University of Omaha for their
liberal patronage this year, and hope to
merit a continuance of same. Special
Rates to Students the year round.
Sixteenth and Douglas Streets
Telephone Douglas 1375
Ninety-two
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13—Trinity game! Again we won, 36-23.
Later, the Sophomore party. The Seniors accused of vamping The Referee and
the Trinity Coach.
Dean returned, after he "flu."
19—Quiz union formed by the Prep teachers.
2 0—Another tea party for the girls, Jazz, and
—
Minden Normal beaten at Minden by the Uni.
21—Team at Kearney. We beat, 22-18.
2 8—Kearney here. Again we beat.
MARCH
6—Peru Normal here, "Beak," the champion of the ring.
12—Kearney Athletic Club here. Panek didn't create any panic for us.
23—The Conference Championship game. We won from Doane, holders of the title.
2 6—Y. W. Carnival. All kinds of fun, " Read 'em and weep."
APRIL
1 Senior Skip Day. Show, luncheon, Candyland. Seniors disgrace members of
the Student Council on the street car by their actions.
2 to the 20th—"Work, for exams are coming."
20-21—Voting for the May Queen. Great excitement.
22—School forgotten. "Oh, the wee sma' hours."
24—Afternoon session of the Sewing Club. Peg, 24 yds.; Jess, 30 yds.
2 6—Meeting of the Order of Painters! Bob Golding, Chairman. The Curtain, the
Center of Attraction.
30—Scenes of the campus. Track men appear.
Kat Killing Kroud— Poor Pussy.
MAY
3—Broadwell joined the Overall Union.
-Ticket-selling contest starts. Girls against the Boys.
7_8—Our Actors. Success of the "School Mistress." The gallant Admiral.
14—University Players at the Swedish Auditorium.
All-night session of Gateway scribes.
18—Election of the new Gateway Staff. Also Student Council and Athletic Council
members for next year chosen.
20—Dress Rehearsal for Gala Day. All work madly.
21—Supper given by the teachers to the Seniors. Six present.
Track team won fourth place at the State Track Meet at University Place.
22—The big event: Gala Day! And oh, the rain. Crowning of the Queen in the Gym.
23—Sunday—Botany class members in a conspiracy. Prof. Madsen also.
24—Last day of regular classes. Class Day for the Seniors.
2 5—Exams begin.
26-31—And still continue!
28—Senior-Junior Hike for the school.
30—Baccaulaureate Sermon for the Seniors at the First Presbyterian.
31—Faculty Reception for the Seniors.
JUNE
1—Class Day at Kountze Park. Dances, athletics and picnic.
2—Seniors rest after strenuous days.
3—Commencement. Farewell to the Seniors.
4—Alumni banquet for the graduating class.
i
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With a goodf clean,
sanitary workshop
and a thorough organization,
the natural balance is
good work, service
and a minimum price.
Such a Printing Plant
is the National.
National Printing Co.
12th and Harney
Omaha - - - - U. S. A.
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(Extract from Omaha Bee) :—"Now They Know Why That Old Lady
Was So Stern at Their Table."
"At the University of Omaha are two young 'turtle doves,' a young man
and a young woman. In spite of their tender years, they are engaged and they
propose to devote their lives to converting the heathen. They probably will
go to South America, they say.
"But this little story is not about the mission field. It is about the young
pair. They have a 'secret' signal by which to convey love messages in public.
This consists of a series of foot taps. When 'Lovey' taps 'Dovey's' foot five
times, that means, 'Do you love me, tootsum wootsum?' And when ' Dovey
^
taps back on ' LoveyV foot four times, that means, 'Yes, dearie, I do, indeed."
"Not long ago they were up in the Y. W. C. A. cafeteria for lunch. ^ After
they came out, 'Dovey' seemed not in her usual good spirits and 'Lovey' asked
her what was the matter.
"
'Why, you didn't ask me once while we were eating lunch whether I
loved you,' pouted 'Dovey.'
"
'Oh, but I did, "Dovey",' exclaimed 'Lovey.' 'I asked you four times
and you never answered me.'
"And now the young pair know why the stern looking old lady who sat
at the same table with them looked so stern on at least four different occasions
while they were eating."
Snappy High Grade Shoes
for Young Men
A pair of Regent Shoes is just
what you need for summer wear.
A most complete assortment
awaits your inspection.
Regent Shoe Co.
205 So. 15th Street
Ninety-six
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I THE OMAHA NATIONAL BANK
Farnam at 17th Street
Joseph H. Millard, Chairman of the Board
Walter W. Head, President
Established 1866
A FRIENDLY BANK
THE LARGEST BANK IN NEBRASKA
Customers' Cars are only driven by our staff at
Customers' own risk and responsibility
GUY L. SMITH
Distributor
High Grade Motor Cars
OMAHA, U. S. A.
1
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Candyland
16th &
Farnam
Omaha's Classiest
SWEET SHOP
"The Place to go after the Show"
UNI" DISHES A SPECIALTY
The Solar Sanitarium
Masonic Temple Building, Omaha, Neb.
HYDRO, ELECTRO and LIGHT
THERAPEUTICS
ryiHIS institution has been especially
_L equipped with every form of mod-
ern appliance for the scientific treat-
ment of Rheumatism, Neuritis, Sciatica,
High Blood pressure, and kindred dis-
orders The Bath Department is
equipped to administer every form of
bath Swedish massage is given by un-
dergraduate assistants. The Electro-
Therapeutic Department, as well as
the X-Ray Department, is most com-
plete.
The SOLAR SANITARIUM is not a
hospital—patients come only for daily
treatments. All treatments given un-
der direct supervision of Medical Di-
rector.
Physicians desiring to place patients
in our care will receive every ethical
consideration.
Write for Booklet.
THE SOLAR SANITARIUM
(Home of Solar Baths)
Masonic Temple Bldg., 19th & Douglas
Omaha, Nebraska.
J. T. STEWART
MOTOR CO.
Omaha
Pierce-Arrow
Ninety-eiiiht
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An artist "fixed up" an old Belgian church, and rendered a bill for a lump
sum. The church committee refused to pay it, and asked for an itemized ac-
count. They got it
:
To correcting Ten Commandments $ 3 -12
Embellishing Pontius Pilate and putting new ribbon on his hat 3.02
Putting new tail on rooster of Saint Peter and mending his coat 3.20
Repluming and regilding wing of Guardian Angel 5-18
Washing servant of high priest and putting carmine on his cheeks 5.02
Renewing heaven, adjusting the stars, and cleaning up the moon 7.14
Touching up Purgatory and restoring lost souls 3.06
Taking spots off son of Tobias
Putting earrings in Sarah's ears • I-3*
Brightening up flames of hell, putting new tail on the devil, cleaning left
hoof, and doing several odd jobs for the damned 7.17
Rebordering the robes of Herod and adjusting his wig 4.00
Cleaning Balaam's ass and putting new shoes on him 1.70
Putting new stone in David's sling, enlarging head of Goliath, and ex-
tending Saul's leg 6.18
Decorating Noah's ark and putting new head on Shem 4.31
Mending shirt of prodigal son and cleaning his ear 3.39
Total $59 -10
ttty? legit?
Fitzpatrick Sisters
403 Karbach Block
15th and Douglas
Phone Douglas 3324
Pleatings
Colored Buttons
Hemstitching
Braiding
Embroidering
Cording
Designing
Pennants
Banners
Monograms
Baseball and
Basketball
Uniform
Letters
Felt Work
Specilties, etc
Tailor-Made Clothes
Wear better
Look better
They are better
Chas. C. Landeryou
Good Clothes Builder for
Men and Young Men
108 N. 15th St. Doug. 4292
Ninety-nine
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
will receive the same responsible
service that has been rendered to
three generations at the store of
THOS. KILPATRICK & CO.
Dry Goods and Ready-Made Clothes
Douglas Street
Compliments of
The
Conservative
Savings & Loan Ass'n
1614 Harney
Resources . . $16,500,000.00
Reserve . . . 585,000.00
Tel. Douglas 7776
King Joy Cafe Co.
HIGH-CLASS
AMERICAN AND CHINESE
RESTAURANT
1415 Farnam St. Omaha, Neb.
One hundred
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FOR REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS — HOMES !
INSURANCE — LOANS
p o u /\ t) an t e e a f"^ 1Lanvas gooddM
TENTS
and the
Auto Tourist Store
Scott Omaha Tent
and Awning Co.
15th and Howard Sts.
See
F. D. WEAD
Realtor
310 So. 18th St. Tyler 151
Wead Building
[
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PHILIPS DEPARTMENT STORE
24th and 0 Streets
THE FASTEST GROWING STORE IN OMAHA
QQBEIO!3EB Eli QGSi £313DEJQSB!
Try Ifa Firs*
—
"There's a Reason"
Cortieelli Silks— Pictorial Review Patterns— Mina Taylor Dresses and
Aprons— Warner's Corsets— Maxine Shoes for Ladies— Beau
Brummel Shirts— White House Shoes for Men— Buster
Brown and Humpty Durnpty Shoes for Children—
Oshkosh Overalls
Telephone South 1869
Adams-
Haight
Drug Co.
WE APPRECIATE
YOUR BUSINESS
24th and Lake
Phone: Webster 609
Funeral Directors
701 South 16th St.
19 2 0
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EASTMAN
Kodaks and Film
and all supplies
Quality in Amateur Finishing
The Robert Dempster Co.
Eastman Kodaks
1813 Farnam Street—Branch 308 So. 16th St.
OMAHA
EMPRESS
VAUDEVILLE
AND -
PHOTOPLAYS
A DOUBLE SHOW COSTING
$4,500.00
Every Week
BR AI LE Y &
DORRANCE
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
Our Motto—Service
AMBULANCE IN CONNECTION
Tel. Doug. 526
One hundred four
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Mastos Brothers
Expert Hat Cleaning
and Reblocking
Straws a Specialty
1520 Harney St. Tel. Doug. 1261
Just around the corner
from Sixteenth St.
Louie and Sam
Welcome University Students
HEARD BEFORE ANY DANCE
'
' What are you going to wear ?
'
'
—The Girls.
"Whom are you going to
drag?"—The Boys.
"Dancing as a pastime is
something of which I do not ap-
prove. It is nothing short of pub-
lic love making."—Harold Rams-
burg.
"Well, of course, any girl out
here would jump at the chance to
go with me— but ' ' — Harlan
Haaker.
"How much is this going to set
us back?"—Parties Giving Dance.
"I know I'll be bored to tears."
Leona Johnston.
"Just another chance to have
my feet trod on. ' '—Estelle Cullen.
(Continued on Page 107)
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000.00
FORD E. HOVEY, President
J C FRENCH. Vice-President
J. B. OWEN, Vice-Pres. and Cashier
J. S. KING, Vice-President
F. J. ENERSON, Vice-Pres.
W. L. PIER, Vice-President
H. C. MILLER, Assistant Cashier
W. H. DRESSLER, Ass'st Cashier
C. L. OWEN, Assistant Cashier
H. W. VORE, Auditor
The Only Bank in the
Union Stock Yards
Omaha University
We Have
Athletic Supplies
FOR ALL SPORTS
Walter G. Clark Co.
1408 Harney St.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
19 2 0 One hundred five
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"Do you suppose he'll send me
a corsage?"—Flora Jones.
"How's your car running, Har-
old?"—Harold Blough.
"
'Spose I'd better get a hair
cut .
'
' — Jack Bcaeom — (Every-
body in loud tones, " ' Ray!")
RULES OF ETIQUETTE FOR
UNI. STUDENTS
1. Never ask permission to
borrow a book, take it. That is
what it is for. Anyway the owner
enjoys buying a new one.
2. Never take a subject under
Miss Ward. It causes mental exer-
tion.
3. Never prepare your lesson
until two minutes before class. It
isn't good form.
(Continued on Page 109)
Kountze Place
Groceries and Meats
of Superb Quality
Across the street from the University
Cookies Our Specialty
We wish to thank the students of
the University for their trade in
the past and hope for its
future continuance.
Wholesale Retail
Central Market
Incorporated
'Everything for the Table"
Omaha's Largest
Market
Tel. Douglas 1796
1608-10-32 Harney
Lee L. Larmon
Fontenelle Florist
1814 Douglas Street
Omaha
Flowers
with Art
Birds
with Song
Omaha's Flower Phone:
Douglas 8244
One hundred seven
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BUSINESS IS GOOD THANK YOU
LV. Nicholas .oil Company
W, O. W. Barber
Shop
Woodmen of the World Building
The Shop of Service
Tel. Doug. 4712
Jansen & Lauterback
1519FarnamSt.
Phone Douglas 258
RESIDENCE and
GREENHOUSES
4225 S. 25th St.
One
ME^WW^MMS!WMiM^MiM!M]^^W^i 19 2 0
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Ernest Bihler Co.
Commercial Photographers
Bihler Photographs
FOR
Business Publicity
419-20-21 Farnam Bldg. Doug. 7531
OMAHA, NEBR.
TYPEWRITERS
All Standard Makes
For Sale or Rent
Special Rental Rates to Students
Central Typewriting
Exchange
1912 Farnam Doug. 4120
LAMBROS
Shoe Shine
Southeast Cornor 16th & Farnam
The Best and Handiest
Shine Parlor in Omaha
Canned Music Served
While You Wait
4. Leave remnants of your
lunch about the halls. The janitor
wants to have some signs to show
where he has swept.
5. Always make all possible
noise in the lower halls. Miss
Fox likes to talk.
6. Never hand a book to any-
one—throw it—it causes more
confusion.
7. Open as many doors as pos-
sible in which you know there is
a class. The pupils and teacher
like a little break in the monotony
of the lesson.
8. Make as much disturbance
as possible in Study Hall. Stu-
dents love to be disturbed.
R. Kulakovsky & Co.
Omaha's Largest Suburban Grocery
Phones: Colfax 375 Colfax 399
2404-06-08 Ames Avenue.
Omaha, Neb.
Douglas 2840
The Mandarin Cafe
CHIN GIN, Manager
Serve the Finest American-Oriental
Dishes in the City
After the Theater Party
CHOP SUEY a Specialty
QUICK SERVICE
1409 Douglas St., Omaha, Neb.
Order Delivery by Messenger
1 9 2 0 ma«sy(«^i^M^M^
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Deal with Our Adver-
tisers When Possible
Omaha Testing
Laboratories
Incorporated
W. H. Cam pen, Mgr.
713 South 24th St.
We are equipped to test and analyze
wheat, flour and feed, mineral and
vegetable oils, packing house prod-
ucts, fertilizers, milk, coal, steel, al-
loys, paving and construction mate-
rials, and all other commercial
products.
AN ADIEU (UP-TO-DATE)
She raised her lips of deepest hue,
And looked into his heart
;
Then said: "I'm sorry you must
go,
But the best of friends must
part,
'
'
He took her little hand in his,
And kissed its finger tips
;
He knew that he could not aspire
To press those ruby lips.
He looked back when he reached
the door,
And softly said : ' ' Farewell ; '
'
And when the fatal doer was
closed,
The maiden sighed: "Oh,
H !"
Adkins Motor Co.
Authorized
Ford Sales and Service Station
4911 South 24th St.
Tel.: South 420 Tyler 4866
Omaha, Nebraska
COMPLIMENTS
A Friend
The University of Omaha
Summer School
Session: June 16th to August 16th
Saxophones Repadded
Band Instruments Repaired
Musical Instruments
H. H. ROHRS
Musicians Supply Shop
The Upstairs Music Store
Martin Band Instruments
Saxophones and Accessories
404 Karbach Block. 15th and Douglas
Telephone Douglas 4779
Rogers Confectionery
24th and Farnam
19 2 0 U\M\M\M \M \mmM\MmM\M\MM\Mm
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THE JERPE
COMMISSION CO.
Wholesale
Butter, Eggs and Poultry
1108-1110 Howard Street
Omaha, Nebr.
The Photo Craft
Shops, Inc.
Kodak Finishing
and Enlarging
?4~Hoitr Service"
Cameras and Supplies
Lyric Bldg. Branch Office
19th and Farnam 1514 Farnam
Appearance
Counts
In the Business World
Men Who Appreciate
Shoes of Character
and
Furnishings of Merit
make this store their headquarters
Star Shoe Compamy
1415 Douglas St.
"First door west of Calumet
Restaurant
Sam Dansky J. J. Isaacson
hundred twelve
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Teacher (to young miss) :
"Parse the word 'kiss'."
Young Miss: "This word is a
noun, but is usually used as a eon-
junction. It is never declined and
is more common than proper. It
is not very singular in that it is
generally used in the plural. It
agrees with me."
Hartford Nelson: "How long
can a person live without brains ? '
'
Harry Mogge : "I don't know,
how long have you lived?"
Golding : "If that 's coffee, I 'm
an idiot."
Haaker: "That's right, it is
coffee."
HESS & SWOBODA
Florists
"Say it with Flowers"
1415 Farnam St.
Phone Douglas 3128
JOHN FELDMAN
Full Dress Suits Tuxedos
The verv latest models.
For Sale or Rent
109 North 16th St., Omaha, Nebr.
Directly Opposite Postoffice
Brodegaard Bros.
Jewelers
16th and Douglas Sts.
Omaha's Leading Jezveler
J. PORTER ALLEN
Jewelry and Stationery
Specialties
1715 Douglas St.
Dundee Quality Bakery
50th and Underwood
Wal. m
E| 19 2 0 Immmmm!immMmsmsgmmm&
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NIGHT TREATMENT
^ What You Can
JIassaGL >
75c 25c
Make of You
The "Velvetina Book"
free with the
"Velvetina Complexion treatment"
The "Velvetina Book" tells you how to spend a few minutes a day and have the
appealing charm of a youthful, refined, lovely face. It tells you how to make your
perso-nal charm irresistible—shows
you how to be truly beautiful.
! The ' Velvetina Treatment" com-
| prises the four articles shown
j above, all in one package. Price
j
complete, $2.00.
3
• ma®
:
At All Good
Toilet Goods Dealers.
BOOKS
JUST BOOKS
Old and New -:- Bought and Sold
Kieser's Book Store
221 N. 16th St. Loyal Hotel Bldg.
Omaha, Nebr.
Compliments of
ERNIE HOLMES
Believer in Clean Sports
Rogers, Florist
319 South 16th St.
Omaha
"Buffett's Quality"
ERNEST BUFFETT
The Grocer of Omaha
One hundred fourteen
1 9 2 0
Douglas 2343
Good Studio
"Portraits of Quality"
Sax it with Flowers
John H. Bath
The Careful Florist
1804 Farnam St.
Phones: Douglas 3000; Res. Doug. 7088
OMAHA
Sothmann
Dry Cleaning Co.
Office and Works: 3012 N. 24th St.
Phone Webster 834
Omaha, Nebr.
UNIVERSITY OF OMAHA
Summer
Session
June 16th -Aug. 16th
9 2 0
One hundred fifteen
IRexo Cameras
and Film
also
French Flashers
and Batteries
are always dependable. If your dealer is
S progressive and uptodate he has a full line
E. E. Bruce & Co. iot h and Harney
Wholesale "Dealers OMAHA
39 Years of
Success ful
Photography
Why Experiment?
The Heyn Studio
16th and Howard Sts.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OMAHA
FOUNDED J857
All
«
nil
msm TOM liMUilf
ltiitltp'1
Make This Bank Your Bank
19 2 0
One hundred sixteen
I* —-
—
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When you need Business Stationery
ask your Printer for
WESTERN BOND
Letter Head Paper with Envelopes to Match
Sold in White and Seven Beautiful Shades
When you need Wedding Invitations
ask your Printer or Engrav-
ing Stationer for
LADY WASHINGTON
VELLUM
A Fine Line of Wedding Stationery
expressing the good taste and
courtesy of the user
Sold Only Through the Printing and Stationery Trade
SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST WITH NAME OF YOUR DEALER
Carpenter Paper Company
Wholesale Distributors OMAHA
19 2 0
One hundred seventeen
GATEWAY
C. S. Johnson
18th & Izard Tel. Douglas 1702
SEPTEMBER 15, 1920, we will celebrate our
^ twenty-fifth anniversary of continuous Coal
business at the old stand at 18th and Izard Sts.
We handle the BEST COAL produced of the
different kinds at the same prices some deal-
ers charge for an inferior quality.
Order your coal where you are sure to get the
kind ordered and the right weight and the right
prices. Order early and avoid the Fall Rush.
Your order is safe with us.
COAL COKE WOOD
PAINT
Is Like Bread— There Is as Much in the Making
as from What It Is Made
Take two women— they both use the same flour and
yeast, both bake bread in the same kind of oven for
the same length of time. One comes out fine, the other
doesn't. Why is it? It is in the making.
It is exactly the same with Paint. The list of materials
from which it is made is only half the story—hardly that.
It is one of the main reasons for the splendid covering-
qualities — for the economical spreading properties of
Lowe Brothers High Standard Liquid Paint
PIONEER GLASS & PAINT CO.
14th and Harney Strs. Phone Douglas 850
One hundred eighteen
A 19 2 O
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O'Look Inn PASSING OF THE SENIORS
Eight dignified Seniors
Went to lunch at eleven.
Mabel N. was "called on the carpet,"
Then there were seven.
Cafe and Hotel
Seven laughing Seniors,
Always up to tricks.
Mary slid down the banister,
Then there were only six.
403 N. 24th St.
Six frolicsome Seniors,
kjjJcClcll in uunuaj
Very much alive.
j
Marie went to Student Council,
Which left only five.
Luncheon Five merry Seniors,
Racing on the third floor.
Peg was caught by Miss Ward
Then there were four.
(Continued on Page 125)Cut Rates to Students
Ask About Them
The Townsend Gun Co.
Athletic Supplies
Sporting Goods
Eastman Kodaks
Cutlerv
1514 Farnam Street
1 9.2 O jMjmmmmmmmmmmmmmmsm^m
One hundred nineteen

GATEWAY
i
SttBtrumntt
W\)ul) (Ean
©n? of% (greatest lEimratnra SCnnum
^EMSON SlOP
SHULTZ BROS - Owners
313 South Fifteenth Street
mm 1 9 . 2 0 s
One hundred twenty-one
The United States
National Bank
Omaha
N. W. Corner Sixteenth and Farnam Streets
Come and see the finest banking
room in the middle west
" The Bank of Personal Attention"
'JJi i'i^! i! 'J Up iiy 2i»
One hundred twenty-two
1 9 . 2 o mmmssMMsam

PAIGE-
The "6-42" Sedan
T IS invariably true that the person of refinement,
of culture, good breeding end artistic apprecia-
tion will demand the expression of these qualities
in his or her car.
That is why we are so proud of the Paige clientele.
Paige cars are designed to carry their appeal to the
most cultured. And a list of Paige owners show
that Paige cars DO carry an irresistible appeal to
the most discriminating purchasers in America.
It cannot be said of one Paige car that it is more
charming in appearance than its companion model.
It is true of the Paige "6-42" Sedan, however, that
it has a distinctive individuality of its own, a unique
artistic grace and atmosphere of good breeding that
make it the envy of modern designers.
Mounted on a Paige "6-42" chassis, its owners are
assured of lasting satisfaction in its mechanical per-
formance. In the field of "light sixes" this chassis
has won its way, on the strength of sheer merit, to
the highest pinnacle of automotive accomplishment.
$2780.00 F.O.B, Omaha
NEBRASKA PAIGE COMPANY
1924 Douglas St., Omaha, Nebr.
One hundred twenty-four
1 9 23
ATEWAY
PASSING OF THE SENIORS—Cont.
Four mischievous Seniors,
Climbing up a tree.
Grace had to go and study,
So then there were three.
Three noisy Seniors,
Wondering what to do.
Lucille had to answer the phone,
Then there were two.
Two athletic Seniors,
Playing tennis in the sun.
Mabel R. lost her ball,
So there was only one.
One jolly Senior,
Having lots of fun.
Jess had too many nights out,
So there were none.
Neb rasfaa Tent
ana Awning Co.
h. s. Mcdonald, Mgr.
1204 Farnam St.
Tel. Doug. 3329
OMAHA, NEB.
When Buying Plumbing" and
Heating Goods, Buy of the
Omaha Company
"Oma-San" is the brand
Omaha Sanitary
Supply Co.
15th & Jackson Sts.
MERCHANTS
NATIONAL
BANK
OF OMAHA, NEB.
Capital, $1,000,000.0
Surplus and Undivided Profits
$843,543.27
LUTHER DRAKE, President
S. S. KENT, Cashier
FRED P. HAMILTON. Vice-Pres.
H. D. BENTLEY, Ass't Cashier
B. H. MEILE, Vice-President
B. B. WOOD, Assistant Cashier
O. T. EASTMAN, Vice-President
J. P. LEE, Assistant Cashier
One hundred twenty -five
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J total? to take tljta oppor-
tunity to extend mtj Ijeartg
rungratulattona to ttje rlaaa
of 192fl. Hag their pattj of
lift in tlje future be one of
tjappineaa an& gooi things,
ani ieuoti of tlje ttjorna of
aorrotna anit fciaappointmenta*
N. W. NAKEN
Clothier for Men and Women
Rialto Bldg. 1 5th and Douglas
19 2 0
One hundred twenty-seven
pirararaifSCT GATEWAY mmffim^trtfitx^^ g
With the last forms on the press, we hasten to add a few
words in conclusion. Now that it is all over, at least for every-
one except the business manager, we see, with regret, many
things that might have been improved. Some very good material
had to be omitted because of lack of space. But, though we
would not care to go through it again, yet we feel that we have
not worked in vain, for the work has been interesting and we
feel that we have profited by our experience in putting out the
Year Book.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank the members of
the Annual staff for their cooperation in the work and also those
who have given their time to getting "ads."
Finally, we hope you are pleased with our efforts. That is
sufficient and the only recompense Ave ask.
THE STAFF.
ijere enbs ttje 31. af(§. "(gateway," being tlje $ear Sonk
of ttje atubents of tlje liniueraity. GUje typeaetting,
printing, anb binbing by tfye National Printing (Eompang,
anii engrailing by tlje iSee Sngrauing Glompany. Jssueb
from tt)e press in ilune, Anno Sontini nineteen fyunbreb
anb twenty.
One hundred twenty-eight




